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 The United States Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program invests 
$2.2 billion annually into domestic innovation stimulation. The Department of Defense 
(DoD) contributes almost $1 billion of that investment; of which the Air Force accounts 
for 25%.  Commercialization, either the transfer to programs of record or further 
industrial investment, is the program’s objective.  Data from this research indicates that 
Air Force programs have a 7.6% commercialization rate; representing an opportunity to 
improve.  Leveraging best practices from industry; this research provides a method to 
align investments with needed capabilities.  This method exploits established user need 
taxonomies, the DoD Joint Capability Area (JCA) listing and the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration’s SBIR taxonomy, to categorize SBIR efforts.  This 
categorization allows for needs based innovation portfolio management.  Metrics are 
developed that identify several technologies of interest that over perform and 
underperform relative to the overall portfolio.  This development of metrics and 
visualization tools provides managers a new means to control and improve their 
innovation investments.  This needs based mapping facilitates sharing and coordination 
amongst aerospace SBIR stakeholders.  This thesis concludes by recommending 
improvements to the existing JCAs, the SBIR topic development process and the 
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COMMERCIALIZATION ANALYSIS OF SBIR FUNDED TECHNOLOGIES 
 
I.  Introduction 
The Air Force Chief of Staff, General David L. Goldfein, stated during the 2018 Air Force 
Association Air, Space, and Cyber Conference that we are in a “world that has returned to an era of 
great power competition” (Goldfein, 2018). This point was echoed within the 2018 National 
Defense Strategy (NDS) as “the re-emergence of long-term, strategic competition between nations” 
(United States Department of Defense, 2018). The United States military is required to refocus its 
mission beyond ill-equipped factions and nations. The 2018 National Security Strategy laid out by 
the Commander-in-Chief identifies this reemerging threat as "the revisionist powers of China and 
Russia" (The President of the United States, 2018). 
Combatting the reemerging powers of peer nations requires a military composed of both 
manpower and equipment capable of tipping the scale in its favor. The NDS elaborates on the 
needs for emerging technologies and innovation: 
New commercial technology will change society and, ultimately, the character of war. The 
fact that many technological developments will come from the commercial sector means 
that state competitors and non-state actors will also have access to them, a fact that risks 
eroding the conventional overmatch to which our Nation has grown accustomed. 
Maintaining the Department [of Defense]’s technological advantage will require changes to 
industry culture, investment sources, and protection across the National Security Innovation 
Base (United States Department of Defense, 2018). 
 
The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program represents a significant investment in 
domestic innovation. The SBIR program spans multiple government agencies as shown in Figure 
1, with annual investments of over $2.2 billion flowing directly into the national industrial base 
(Fiscal Year 2015 SBIR and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Annual Report, 2015). 
The Department of Defense SBIR program alone obligated over $956 million in SBIR funding in 
2015 (U.S. Small Business Administration, 2018). 
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Figure 1. SBIR Participating Agencies (U.S. Small Business Administration, 2018) 
  
While these investments are made, how effective are they?  The current measure of success 
and objective for the SBIR program is commercialization. A transition from phase II to III 
represents a commercialized program. Commercialization occurs when a program transitions to a 
new funding source, which can be either commercial or separate government funding stream 
(United States Department of Defense, Office of Small Business Programs, 2018). The government 
expectation is that the research and development of the first two phases of SBIR funding contracts 
will result in a commercially viable product.  This transition stimulates the industrial base with the 
potential for the infusion of innovations to meet defense needs. 
1.1 Problem Statement 
 Commercialized DoD SBIR programs provide both an economic and a technological 
benefit. While the current benefit serves as a starting point, this research seeks to enhance the 
performance of our investments and increase our benefit.  Prior to starting this research, low 
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transition rates were expected; the price for success is typically a path of failures.  In analyzing 
data from the last three years, this research found a USAF SBIR transition rate of 8%.   
SBIR’s objective is industrial base stimulation.  Commercialization is only one lens for 
considering program performance; it does not capture benefits realized through learning and 
technological diffusion from uncommercialized programs.  In spite of its limits as a measure, 
commercialization serves as a well-grounded starting point for measuring performance. 
At present, it is not clear how to judge the 8% success rate. Venture capital backed firms, a 
commercial source of innovation, have a 25% survival rate (Gage, 2012).  This rate considers a 
separate unit of analysis; while similar, firm and innovation performance are not the same.  
Further, there are market differences; the DoD pursues riskier technology as the lead or lone user. 
What is drawn from this is that high failure rates are to be expected.  Next, looking towards the 
commercial sector identifies pathways to potentially improve performance.  Lack of alignment 
with market need is a leading cause of venture capital backed firm failure (CB Insights, 2018).  
Assuming the underlying mechanism of alignment is generalizable to defense innovation, how 
aligned are Air Force SBIR investments with Air Force needs? 
This research seeks to understand patterns in performance in USAF SBIR data in general. 
Further, it takes a step towards measuring SBIR alignment with our needs. This research assumes 
that the Air Force SBIR program can achieve performance beyond 8%.  The objectives of this 
research are to develop tools and metrics to support decision makers and improve SBIR program 
performance. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
 Examine patterns within the SBIR data set to determine: 
o Commercialization performance behaviors 
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o Insight into existing policy performance 
 Expand upon the existing SBIR commercialization data set for broader analysis that 
accounts for: 
o The viability of current DoD acquisition taxonomies 
o Commercialization Reports 
o Original Customer Needs 
o Errors within the existing data set 
 Establish a capability-based taxonomy for SBIR topics to include: 
o A Systems Engineering Approach  




o Existing DoD capability-based Joint Capability Area taxonomy 
1.3 Research Focus 
The focus of this research is the commercialization performance of Air Force Phase II 
programs, specifically the application of existing and new taxonomies to those programs for 
commercialization analysis. 
1.4 Research Questions 
 What is the commercialization performance of Air Force SBIR Programs? 
 What are the unique behaviors or patterns demonstrated within that commercialization 
performance? 
 
 What methods can be developed to investigate and explain those behaviors and patterns? 
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 What specific SBIR technologies of interest identified by those methods? 
1.5 Methodology 
 A phased approach was applied for this effort, more details are provided in chapter 3, 
however, a summary is below: 
 Phase I: Generation and Correction of a Data Set 
 Generate a data set of Air Force SBIR program commercialization data from Fiscal 
Year 2015 to July 2018 
 
 Correct the data set for errors and missing data that are inadequate for a 
commercialization analysis 
 
 Conduct an initial analysis to determine the commercialization rate of SBIR programs 
 
 Phase 2: Exploratory Data Analysis 
 Use existing categorical data within the dataset to examine trends concerning 
commercialization 
 
 Develop additional categorical methods (taxonomies) to apply to each SBIR program 
for commercialization analysis 
 
 Determine the viability of existing and new categorical methods 
 
 Conduct a commercialization analysis of the SBIR data set using a viable categorical 
method 
 
 Phase 3: Trend Analysis and Tool Development 
 Identify interesting and new commercialization trends for future research 
 Develop tools to support SBIR management and decision maker insights 
1.6 Assumptions 
It is assumed that no changes have occurred to the SBIR program from when the data set 
was obtained (July 2018) to the completion of this thesis document.  Further, changes beyond the 
program are not significant enough to impact the results herein.  This assumption is bolstered by 
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discussions with the research sponsor; the program has had stable management for the time frame 
considered.  
It is assumed that the statistical sampling of the SBIR database for coding provides insight 
for the entire population.  The DoD Joint Capability Area (JCA) taxonomy process was applied to 
a random sample of 225 SBIR contracts for this thesis effort.  The logical assignment process for 
assigning JCAs was interpreted similarly across the research team during the panel of rater’s 
assignment process. 
It is assumed that the commercialization data derived from Company Commercialization 
Reports (CCRs) is accurate. The self-reporting nature of the CCRs from participating SBIR firms 
has been of concern by the GAO (U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013; U.S. Government 
Accountability Office, 2014). Validation of this commercialization data by further investigation of 
a focused portfolio of SBIR programs is suggested for future research. 
1.7 Limitations 
 The SBIR program data set consists of only Air Force SBIR programs from Air Force 
Fiscal Year 2015 to July 2018. This timeline captures a period of constant leadership.  
Further, it is a timeframe that is favorable for follow-on interview-based research; human 
memory can degrade over time and a decade is a rule of thumb for case study research. 
 
 SBIR programs within the data set that fail to include adequate cost or date data to 
determine Phase II contract closeout are excluded from analysis. If a contract is unable to 
be deemed closed, it is still receiving SBIR program funding and has potential to be 
commercialized up until the closure of that contract. 
 
 Open SBIR Phase II contracts are excluded from analysis, these open contracts are still 
receiving SBIR program funding and have potential to be commercialized up until the 
closure of that contract. 
 
 Monetary commercialization dollars are the only examined success factor, the intrinsic 
value of diffused technology from SBIR efforts in the DoD or AF is not analyzed. 
 
 Categorical analysis of commercialization performance is only performed on 178 SBIR 
contracts that are assigned a Joint Capability Area (JCA) category and fall within 
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This research provides deliverable products to the Air Force Small Business program office 
as well as a wealth of data and analysis to support future research.  First, it provides a 
comprehensive data set for this effort and follow-on efforts.  Second, it provides results of an 
exploratory analysis; providing a useful step towards understanding dead ends and identifying 
future research paths.  Third, it provides a method for encoding and analyzing SBIR programs with 
an established DoD needs taxonomy, known as the Joint Capability Area (JCA) listing, generated 
by the Joint Staff.  Finally, visualizations of this needs-based data coding provides a tool to observe 
needs-based investments as well as needs-based portfolio performance. 
This research provides tools that are immediately useful and data to fuel future research.  
Needs-based metrics provide a possible explanation of commercialization performance behavior 
and a direct link between SBIR efforts and user needed capabilities.  Categories within the 
taxonomy that indicate either high or low commercialization performance provide avenues for 
follow-on research. The data set generated within this research provides a functional building block 
to which additional program data or other component SBIR data can be added.  
1.9 Preview 
This research effort provides an exploratory analysis of commercialization performance 
within Air Force SBIR funded technologies. The DoD SBIR program is an established means to 
help answer the nation's call for improvements to the National Security Innovation Base, with 
almost $1 billion of obligated funding in 2015 alone.  The Air Force SBIR program has an 8% 
commercialization rate at present; improvements over this rate can yield increased benefits with 
existing investments.  Leveraging insight from the commercial sector, this research applies 
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established defense capability taxonomies to characterize innovation investments and performance 
as a function of needs.   
With the above end state in mind, this document will take a typical scholarly format/path.   
Chapter II presents a literature review to frame and support this research. The underlying concepts 
of innovation that define the SBIR program will be introduced. A brief history and overview of the 
SBIR program will be provided with specific attention to the Air Force SBIR program and its sister 
services. Finally, an overview of existing relevant DoD taxonomies and categorical methods will 
be explained along with their applicability to the SBIR program.  
Chapter III describes the methods used to answer the concerns of this research. A data set 
of Air Force SBIR program commercialization data will be generated. A commercialization 
analysis will be conducted using data already contained within that data set to explain positive and 
negative commercialization performance behavior. New categorical methods will be developed to 
assist with commercialization analysis of that data. The most viable categorical method will be 
applied to the data set, and the data will be reanalyzed for commercialization performance 
behavior. New and interesting commercialization trends will be identified as areas of interest for 
future research. 
The results of an analysis of the data set using the prescribed methods is explained in 
Chapter IV. The SBIR dataset is the product of several various government sources, and the 
generation and any refinements to the dataset is described. A breakdown of the categorization 
selection process, to include failures and successes, is listed. The development of a viable 
categorization method that aligns with user need is explained. A partial coding of the contract 
population is performed using the viable method, and commercialization performance of that 
sample is reported. Unique behaviors and patterns encountered during analysis are identified. The 
implications and accuracy of the results are discussed. 
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Finally, findings of the analysis conducted during the research and their impact on solving 
the identified commercialization and categorization issues are characterized in Chapter V. Closure 
of established research questions for commercialization performance and behaviors is provided. 
Paths for future and follow-on SBIR commercialization research are identified. The actual impact 
of the research on the Air Force SBIR program and the Department of Defense is explained. 
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II. Literature Review 
2.1 Chapter Overview 
This chapter provides insight into the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) 
Program, with particular attention being given to the Air Force SBIR Program. A summary 
overview of the general flow of this literature review can be found in Figure 2.  First, this literature 
review will define the innovation environment. Then, it will refocus towards the United States 
SBIR program, breaking the program down from the National level to the Department of Defense 
(DoD) and DoD Agency level. Next, the review considers commercialization efforts across the 
DoD Agencies, to gain insight into differences and similarities. Finally, the baseline data has 
limited categorization to support analysis. This chapter concludes with descriptions of applicable 
categorization methods. 
 
Figure 2. Literature Review Overview 
2.2 The Innovation Environment 
 Innovation can be defined as “the practical implementation of an idea into a new device or 
process” (Schilling, 2013); it can be seen in the development of the jet aircraft or something as 
simple as the mechanical pencil. These ideas are the product of creative innovators as shown in 
Figure 3. Innovators create the idea and translate it into an innovation.  
Several theories have been developed to conceptualize the forms an innovation process 













2016; Rogers, 2003; Schilling, 2013; Utterback, 1996; Von Hippel, 1994; Zmud, 1984). The 
technology and information related to an innovation effort are subject to several mechanisms. 
These mechanisms help explain the subsequent effects on the transfer, protection, and development 
of innovation efforts.  
 
 
Figure 3. Sources of Innovation (Schilling, 2013) 
 
2.2.1 Creativity 
Creativity is the fuel that drives innovation and can be defined as the ability to generate 
ideas that are both novel and useful. Two major categories categorize creativity: the individual 
level and the organizational level. Individual creativity requires that a person be able to utilize 
associative thinking, which is the ability to make connections and ideas from seemingly unrelated 
items to find solutions or identify a future need. These individuals have sufficient judgment to 
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screen those ideas for only the ones most likely to succeed and can convince others of the promise 
of those ideas. Those who have a moderate amount of knowledge in various fields of study are the 
best associative thinkers; their associative barriers are low, and they have just enough knowledge 
to understand each field of study (Dyer, Gregersen, & Christensen, 2011). 
Organizations build upon individual creativity by producing a creative output that is the 
function of the individuals within the organization and the factors that influence the way they act 
and behave (Schilling, 2013). The structure, organization, routines, and incentives within an 
organization can either promote or limit the creativity of its employees. Organizations struggle to 
determine the mix that will promote creativity while also meeting the bottom line. Many 
organizations have sought to promote a fun workspace and flexible work hours to maximize a 
creative environment (Ford, Newstrom, & McLaughlin, 2004). Once an idea is created, significant 
efforts by inventors, users, and firms must be made for it to become an innovation. 
2.2.2 Individual Inventor 
The argument that leaders are born and not made can be applied to the individual inventor. 
Are the best inventors genetically predisposed to do so, did they learn this ability, or is it a mix of 
both? The most successful inventors or innovators balance discovery and delivery skills (Dyer, 
Gregerson, & Christensen, 2011). Discovery skills consist of making connections on seemingly 
unrelated items, showing a passion for inquiry, being intense observers, spending significant time 
and energy finding and testing ideas through a diverse network of individuals, and continuously 
experimenting by trying out new experiences and piloting new ideas. Delivery skills are the 
entrepreneurial traits that allow the patenting or commercialization of those ideas. Inventors have 
the courage to challenge the status quo and take smart risks; they have either the delivery skills to 
make innovations happen or hire individuals that possess those skills to act on their behalf.  
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2.2.3 User Innovator 
 The most knowledgeable individuals to seek out how to improve technology are the users 
of the technology themselves (Schilling, 2013). User innovators do not initially seek profits from 
their innovations; they seek performance improvements for their use. They seek improvements to 
current products, submit new ideas and suggestions for innovations to existing manufacturers, or 
develop a new innovative product on their own. User innovations can consist of incremental 
improvements or an entirely new design that can completely change an industry or generate a new 
one altogether. 
2.2.4 Firm Research and Development 
Firms typically consider their most significant source of innovation to be their internal 
research and development efforts (Schilling, 2013). Firms partake in both basic research and 
applied research; basic research seeks to increase understanding of a topic or field without an 
immediate commercial application, while applied research increases understanding to satisfy a 
specific need. Development applies knowledge gained through research to produce a useful device, 
process, or material.  
The requirement for these research and development efforts can originate from new 
scientific discovery (scientific-push) or in response to an explicit or perceived market need 
(demand-pull) (Zmud, 1984). Research and development conducted internally is at the explicit cost 
to the firm and requires significant resources. However, the internal effort also has two benefits.  
First, it yields intellectual property and in turn exclusivity.  Second, it results in learning; the firm 
can exploit learning curves and be in a better position to comprehend and exploit new knowledge 
relevant to the innovation (improved absorptive capacity).  
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2.2.5 University and Government Research 
Universities have historically been a significant source of innovation since university 
faculty are commonly encouraged or required to conduct research that could lead to useful 
innovations (Schilling, 2013). The commercialization rights for these innovations are typically at 
the sole discretion of the university, who usually shares the profits with the creator. A significant 
non-commercial contribution to innovation efforts is the publication of the research itself, with 
additional research or innovation efforts to be conducted by other organizations or individuals.  
Government research and development efforts to improve public welfare, national defense, 
and economic conditions (boosting Gross Domestic Product) are an ongoing global effort. These 
efforts are secured through research conducted at government laboratories, public research and 
development funding, and science parks and innovation incubators. Government laboratories in the 
United States conducted over $57 billion in research and development activities in 2015 (National 
Science Foundation, 2018). Public research and development funding includes programs such as 
the Small Business Innovation and Research (SBIR) program and the Small Business Technology 
Transfer (STTR) program from the U.S. Small Business Administration discussed later in this 
chapter.  
There are efforts to collocate innovators and firms to hasten innovation. Science parks are 
regional districts that are typically placed near universities to foster research and development 
collaboration between the government, universities, and private industry. Innovation incubators are 
firms with the sole purpose of providing business resources and advice for newly emerging 
businesses to include networking services to help develop a business network. 
2.2.6 Collaborative Networks 
Firms often collaborate with users, suppliers, complementary product suppliers, 
competitors, government entities, universities, and non-profit organizations (Schilling, 2013). 
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Users and suppliers have the most direct interaction with both the product and the firm and are 
typically the collaborator of choice. Adner and Kapoor argue that the innovations that are the 
product of a firm, its suppliers, and its complementors create an innovation ecosystem consisting of 
upstream and downstream challenges (Adner & Kapoor, 2010). Collaborating with complementary 
firms on innovations provides a complement a competitive edge over other complements while 
also enabling a higher performance capability than the summary effort of the product and its 
complement. The summation of the SBIR and STTR collaborative network encompasses Henry 
Etzkowitz’s (2006) triple-helix model of academia, industry, and government; the model states that 
in areas of cutting edge research, or new knowledge, economic goals are met through government-
supported academic input.  
2.2.7 The Innovation Model 
The prevalent model of innovation is derived from the works of Abernathy and Utterback 
(Abernathy, 1978; Abernathy & Utterback, 1978; Abernathy & Utterback, 1975; Utterback, 1996). 
Akiike (2013) argues that the model has gone through several iterations since its initial creation by 
Abernathy and Utterback in 1978. The general theory developed by Abernathy and Utterback, as 
shown in Figure 4, is that in the early stages of development, product innovations are developed at 
a staggering rate to meet a need for maximum product performance. Over time, the focus is placed 
on innovating the manufacturing process itself, shifting the rate of innovation from product to 
process innovations to minimize product costs. 
Utterback (1996) further refined the model into the fluid, transitional, and specific phases 
of an innovation effort. In the fluid phase, the highest rate of significant innovation takes place; 
organic organizations focus on radical product innovations in a fragmented, unstable, and 
unestablished market. In the transitional phase, markets for the product innovation become 
established and start to grow. A dominant design becomes established and process innovations to 
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manufacture that design begin to match the level of effort innovating the product itself.  In the 
specific phase, the focus shifts entirely towards incremental product and process innovations to 




Figure 4. Innovation and Stage of Development 
Reprinted from Omega, Vol. 3, James M Utterback and William J Abernathy, A dynamic model of 
the process and product innovation, Page 645, Copyright (1975), with permission from Elsevier. 
 
Utterback (1996) points out that established technology within the specific phase can be 
invaded, overwhelmed, and reversed to a previous phase by a significant radical innovation. 
Applying Utterback’s point, if an immature, fluid SBIR innovation is applied to a technologically 
mature product within the specific phase, the product’s phase and technological maturity could be 
reversed. DoD organizations that oversee sustainment and modernization efforts of technologically 
mature weapon systems may be hesitant to absorb an innovation that could impact that maturity.  
If a SBIR effort is an advanced state of the art, complex system, Hobday (1998) argues that 
Utterback’s approach to the innovation process is inadequate. He specifies that these products and 
systems are never mass produced, product life cycles can extend decades, decisions to invest may 
take months or years, and innovation lags far behind the delivery of the product as new features are 
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added and systems are upgraded and modified (Hobday, 1998). In light of this conundrum, a 
different point of view and model may be required. 
Bower and Christensen theorized two separate forms of innovation: disruptive and 
incremental technologies (Bower & Christensen, 1995; Christensen, 2016). Disruptive innovations 
impact a market or industry and can bring a wave of technological change. Incremental innovations 
can be viewed as small innovations that keep the product line relevant.  The Air Force SBIR 
program continually searches for new capabilities for future needs (disruptive innovations) and 
improvements to current capabilities for current needs (incremental innovations). The Air Force 
could need a directed energy product on an F-15 in one SBIR contract and a new coating for 
corrosion protection on that same F-15 in another. 
Christensen (2016) describes the five laws of disruptive technology. These laws provide 
insight into the challenges faced by a disruptive innovation. He points out that "developing a 
technology typically goes against what customers and investors want now" and that a disruptive 
technology "should be framed as a market challenge, not a technological one." This theory 
translates directly to the main issue of this research effort, commercializing disruptive technologies 
in markets that may not necessarily exist. Benefits of the SBIR program can be found within the 
five laws as well, concerning the small businesses participating in the program. Christensen (2016) 
explains that "small markets don't solve the growth needs of large companies"; the typical market 
for a SBIR effort cannot provide the 20% annual net sales growth needed for a 6-billion-dollar 
company of $1.2 billion. Christensen (2016) further argues that a small organization dedicated to a 
disruptive technology will be able to dedicate full attention to and be willing to undertake the 
inherent failures of a new market and technology. 
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2.2.8 Innovation Transfer and Protection Mechanisms 
Innovation diffusion is the adoption of innovative ideas and technologies across various 
entities such as firms, markets, or nations. The diffusion of innovations theory, developed by 
Rogers (2003), places the adopters of innovation across a normally distributed curve of adopter 
population to market share. The theory states that only 2.5% of the total population and a minimal 
market share are the innovators. The rest of the population and subsequent market share consists of 
early adopters (13.5%), early majority (34%), late majority (34%), and laggards (16%). Tzokas and 
Saren (1992) found that supply-side factors have an ever-increasing role in the organizational 
diffusion of innovations. They identified that the more an innovation is standardized, or the more 
an expectation by adopters that it will become the standard, the more rapid the diffusion by 
adopters. A SBIR effort that represents a groundbreaking disruptive technology will encounter 
more difficulty being diffused into the DoD rather than an “incremental” improvement to an 
existing standard technology or system. 
Firms with a higher absorptive capacity, or the ability to recognize that value and then 
assimilate and apply new information within a firm, are better oriented to benefit from diffusion. 
Mazzucato and Robinson (2018) have cited the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s 
(NASA’s) shift to public sector innovation efforts, such as the NASA SBIR program, as a negating 
factor affecting NASA’s absorptive capacity. The DoD acquisition process has transferred much of 
the internal technical engineering and integration efforts outside of the DoD (Miles, 2009). Doing 
so may have affected the DoD’s absorptive capacity to diffuse innovations through research and 
development efforts such as the SBIR program. 
Technological spillovers occur when the “benefits from the research activities of one firm 
(or nation or other entity) spill over to other firms (or nations or other entities)” (Schilling, 2013). 
These contributions have a positive impact on overall national or global innovation output. The 
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intrinsic benefits provided by a spillover of SBIR technologies to the DoD may not be represented 
by commercialization dollars alone. The strength and likelihood of spillovers are affected by the 
strength of a firm's protection mechanisms and the stickiness of the information itself. Information 
stickiness is the cost incurred to transfer information from one firm to another; the stickier the 
information, the less likely a spillover will occur (Szulanski, 1996). 
An innovation effort such as a SBIR program typically develops both advanced 
technological and tacit information related to that innovation; a heavy focus is placed on protecting 
that information for monetary and security reasons. While patents and non-disclosure agreements 
provide legal protection, information stickiness takes advantage of the information itself.   
Information stickiness is a function of the monetary and knowledge cost associated with tacit and 
explicit information. Stickiness consists of the costs to obtain and understand the tacit information 
of an innovation and the cost of codifying the sheer volume of related explicit information. Von 
Hippel (1994) argued that the stickiness of information provides both benefits and issues to an 
innovation effort. Stickiness can help protect valuable information from being intentionally 
diffused to competitors, thereby providing a unique benefit of information protection for U.S. 
SBIR technologies from peer nation industries. Benefits decrease when information becomes 
stickier and more costly to internally diffuse, thus negating any utility to the overarching 
organization who created it. 
The stickier a set of information becomes, the more design responsibilities and profits lie 
with the source of that information such as users or manufacturers. Sticky user information places 
more functional design responsibilities on the user, and stickier technological information shifts 
those efforts towards manufacturers. The SBIR program develops user needs (e.g., SBIR topic 
solicitations) that can be based on rather sticky information that pulls the functional design effort 
away from the SBIR firm performing the effort. If the SBIR effort leads to a truly disruptive 
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technological innovation, functional design work may shift too far away from the user so that it 
becomes too costly to diffuse into the DoD. SBIR topic solicitations should be developed to find a 
satisfactory compromise of complexity. An ideal topic solicitation sits above a minimum level of 
stickiness to allow the user to make utility out of the product and falls under a maximum level of 
stickiness to encourage proper development of an innovative solution. 
2.2.9 Innovation Valley of Death 
The innovation valley of death comprises the loss of interest and therefore funding of an 
innovation that occurs over time. After an innovation is created, the interest from capital sources 
such as venture capitalists starts to languish. During this time, the cost of capital to develop the 
innovation into a commercial product also increases, which also increases the investment risk of 
failure. The combination of the growing lack of interest, development costs, and investment risks 
leads to the redundancy of an innovation and a failure to commercialize.  
Auerswald and Branscomb (2003) investigated the innovation commercialization process 
with special attention on the causal factors that deter private investment in early-stage technology 
development. They found that the valley of death consists of a Darwinian ecosystem with business 
and technical ideas, big and small, competing for commercial success. They argue that it was 
government and large firms, rather than venture capitalists, involved with financing new 
technology, stating that technology push and pull policies are essential to assist the transition. The 
SBIR program provides a push policy that levels the playing field for small firms with small ideas 
competing within the ecosystem. 
2.3 National SBIR Program 
“The mission of the SBIR program is to support scientific excellence and technological 
innovation through the investment of Federal research funds in critical American priorities to build 
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a strong national economy” (U.S. Small Business Administration, 2019). The program’s explicit 
goals are to stimulate technological innovation, meet Federal research and development needs, 
foster and encourage participation in innovation and entrepreneurship by women and socially or 
economically disadvantaged persons, and increase private-sector commercialization of innovations 
derived from Federal research and development funding. The National SBIR program is managed 
by the United States Small Business Administration (SBA) that shapes the SBIR program 
following executive and legislative policies.  
Today’s SBIR program can trace its roots to the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) 
SBIR program founded in 1977 (Small Business Administration, 2017). An NSF senior program 
officer envisioned a 3-phase structure to foster Research and Development (R&D) in high-tech 
businesses and push them to realize commercial potential. One of those NSF SBIR firms from 
1977 discovered the cystic fibrosis gene and completed the Human Genome Map in 2003 (National 
Human Genome Research Institute, 2019). In 1979, the Small Business Administration concluded 
that SBIR programs should be instilled in all government agencies that involve research. President 
Ronald Reagan agreed with that conclusion and signed the Small Business Innovation 
Development Act in 1982 to establish a government-wide SBIR program. 
2.3.1 Executive and Legislative-Level Policy 
The Office of the President and Congress have guided the SBIR program from infancy to 
today. United States Code (USC), Title 15, Chapter 14A establishes the SBIR program following 
the Small Business Innovation Development Act of 1982 (United States Congress, 2011). 
Executive Order (EO) 13329, signed by President George W. Bush in 2004, requires SBIR 
agencies to give high priority to manufacturing-related research and development (Office of the 
President, 2004). The Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) extends 
and modifies the SBIR statute in USC, Title 15 (United States Congress, 2012). The FY 2012 
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NDAA created new directives for the DoD, to include reporting both the number and percentage of 
SBIR programs that transition into programs of record or fielded systems.  
2.3.2 Small Business Administration Policy  
The U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) sets forth guidance to participating federal 
agencies for the general operation of the SBIR program. The SBA's SBIR Policy Directive requires 
that each SBIR agency make awards for federally-funded research or research and development 
(R/R&D) through a uniform, three-phase process (Small Business Administration, 2014).  
The standard SBIR process consists of three contracting phases that span from project feasibility 
(Phase I) to development of a prototype (Phase II) and subsequent development of that prototype 
into a commercial solution (Phase III) as shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. SBIR Program Phase Overview (U.S. Small Business Administration, 2019) 
Contracting 
Phase 
Objective Award Amount Contract Duration 
Phase I Concept Development Up to $150,000 6 Months 
Phase II Prototype Development Up to $1,000,000 24 Months 
Phase III Commercialization No SBIR Funding Not Applicable 
 
 
 The objective of Phase I is to determine, as much as possible, the scientific and technical 
merit and feasibility of ideas that appear to have commercial potential. Contracts are typically 
awarded up to $150,000 over a span over six months. The SBA’s current SBIR Policy Directive 
requires an annual program solicitation for each participating agency. This solicitation sets a 
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substantial number of Research or Research and Development (R/R&D) topics and subtopic areas 
consistent with stated agency needs or missions for SBIR program participation. They must 
describe these needs in “sufficient detail to assist in providing on-target responses, but cannot 
involve detailed specifications to prescribed solutions of the problems” (Small Business 
Administration, 2014). These SBIR topics will become the subject of technological advancement 
that each Small Business Concern (SBC) will apply for SBIR funding to develop. This relationship 
will prove useful when attempting to apply the categorization methods discussed later in this 
chapter to the methodology of this research effort.   
 The objective of Phase II is to develop SBIR efforts from Phase I that meet SBIR program 
needs and exhibit potential for commercial application. Contracts are awarded up to $1 million and 
usually span 24 months. Technologies under this phase of the SBIR program begin to enter a 
SBIR-specific microcosm of the innovation valley of death where SBIR program funding ends and 
commercial non-SBIR funding is required. Several participating agencies such as NASA and the 
DoD have created additional Phase II extension/enhancement programs to combat that issue by 
extending Phase II funding with non-SBIR (commercialization) and limited matching SBIR 
program funding (Department of Defense Office of Small Business Programs, 2018; NASA 
SBIR/STTR, 2018). The DoD Phase II Enhancement program will be discussed later in this 
chapter.  
 The objective of Phase III is the transition of SBIR research and technology from Phase II 
SBIR funding to Phase III commercial funding. This phase, otherwise known as 
commercialization, is the overall goal of the SBIR program and identifies that the SBIR-sponsored 
research or technology is of interest outside the SBIR program as continuing research or a tangible 
product. This phase is unique from the previous two SBIR phases in that it consists entirely of non-
SBIR funding. The SBA SBIR policy aligns with the Bayh–Dole act of 1980, which states that 
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firms participating in federally funded research are permitted to pursue ownership of innovations in 
preference to the government (Government Procurement Office, 2018). The policy explicitly states 
that a program is commercialized if it meets one of the three following criteria: commercial 
application of SBIR-funded research or technology financed by non-Federal sources, SBIR-derived 
products or services with the intended use by the Federal Government such as a Government 
Services Administration supply item or acquisition program of record, or continuation of an 
R/R&D effort funded by non-SBIR Federal funding sources (U.S. Small Business Administration, 
2014).  
 2.3.3 SBIR Comparison to the STTR Program  
 Both the SBIR and STTR programs fall under the Small Business Administration and share 
similar participating government agencies such as the DoD and Department of Energy. While the 
SBIR program awards grants solely to small businesses, the STTR program awards grants to 
partnering small businesses and non-profit research institutions such as universities. The current 
SBA STTR Program Policy Directive states that for both Phase I and Phase II of the STTR effort, 
“not less than 40 percent of the [research or research and development] work must be performed by 
the SBC, and not less than 30 percent of the R/R&D work must be performed by the single, 
partnering Research Institution” (Small Business Administration Office of Investment and 
Innovation, 2014). The policy directive further requires that an agreed upon allocation of 
intellectual property rights and the rights to follow-on research, development, or commercialization 
be established between the SBC and the partnering Research Institution. These partnerships and 
agreements do not exist within the context of the SBIR program. 
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2.4 Department of Defense SBIR Program  
 The DoD is the largest SBIR agency representing an annual research and development 
portfolio of over $986 million (mandated as no less than 2.9 percent of the FY 2015 DoD total 
extramural research budget of $34 billion as per SBA SBIR policy) across hundreds of SBIR 
sponsored small businesses in FY 2015 (DoD Department of Small Business Programs, 2019; U.S. 
Small Business Administration, 2015). The DoD's dominance in size to other SBIR agencies is 
obvious when compared by both funding obligations and the number of contract awards as shown 
in figures 5 and 6, respectively. The DoD SBIR program consists of 12 participating component 
organizations such as the Uniformed Services (e.g. Army, Air Force, Navy), Chemical and 
Biological Defense Program, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Defense Health 
Agency, Defense Logistics Agency, Defense Micro Electronics Activity, Defense Threat 
Reduction Agency, Missile Defense Agency, National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, and Special 
Operations Command. The lion's share of the DoD SBIR budget is shared by the Army, Navy, and 
Air Force as shown in figure 7. 
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Figure 7. DoD SBIR/STTR Budget by Agency, Fiscal Years 1991 to 2011 (Department of 
Defense, Office of Small Business Programs, 2019; Department of Defense, Office of Small 
Business Programs, 2019) 
 
 2.4.1 DoD Policy 
 The DoD SBIR program operates under the governing policies established by the 
overarching SBA program; however, DoD Instruction (DODI) 5000.02: Operation of the Defense 
Acquisition System, provides guidance across DoD Acquisition to include sponsoring or managing 
organizations. Program managers are required to establish goals for applying SBIR technologies in 
programs of record and incentivize prime contractors to meet those goals. For contracts with a 
value at or above $100 million, program managers are required to establish goals for the transition 
of Phase III technologies in subcontracting plans and require primes to report the number and 
dollar amount of Phase III SBIR contracts (Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, 2017). 
DoD components are permitted to tailor their SBIR program to meet their needs, such as 



























projects. DoD component-specific guidance further disseminates the DoDI in instructions such as 
Air Force Instruction (AFI) 61-102, SBIR and STTR programs. 
 2.4.2 Sponsoring and Managing Organizations 
 Each DoD SBIR contract consists of a sponsoring and managing organization. The 
sponsoring organization develops the initial research topics for solicitation and commits 
themselves to reasonably support the program in the commercialization phase. The managing 
organization serves as the technical expert; their role is to evaluate the SBIR contracts for validity 
and performance. An organization may serve as both a sponsor and managing organization. An 
example of the DoD SBIR sponsor and manager relationship is a stealth coating Phase II SBIR 
research program between the sponsoring F-22 program office of the Air Force Life Cycle 
Management Center (AFLCMC) and the managing Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) 
materials office. The AFLCMC program office would develop the solicitation topic and consult 
AFRL for technical evaluation of the contract's progress. After the contract has completed Phase II 
funding and met AFRL's evaluation criteria, the program office would provide Phase III funding to 
the SBIR contract to develop the technology for final acquisition.  
 SBIR sponsoring organizations are expected to provide follow-on Phase III funding to 
acquire the technology per SBIR Program and DoDI 5000.02 guidance. The sponsor's involvement 
with SBIR topic development indicates that a need exists for that technology. That need and the 
subsequent decision to provide funding can be influenced by several factors such as performance 
requirements, availability of funding, and remaining capability need. If a SBIR contract is unable 
to obtain sponsor funding, or commercialize, the funds will have to come from another source, 
within the government, outside the government, or not at all.  
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 2.4.3 Commercialization 
 Commercialization and more specifically, commercialization performance within a DoD 
component, is the focus of this research effort. The DoD SBIR program simplifies the SBA’s 
commercialization criteria and identifies commercialization as when an effort is “funded by 
sources outside the SBIR program” (United States Department of Defense, Office of Small 
Business Programs, 2018); these sources can be from within the U.S. Government or the 
commercial industry. The DoD commercialized over $31 billion across the SBIR and STTR 
programs as of April 2011 (Department of Defense, Office of Small Business Programs, 2011). 
The percentage of commercialization dollars shown in Figure 8 depict that the uniformed services 
of the DoD contribute a significant portion of the Department's commercialization dollars and are 
closely matched in doing so. The proportional similarity of commercialization dollars (23-26% of 
DoD commercialized dollars) resembles the budget similarities identified in Figure 7 (21-30% of 
the DoD contributions).  These similarities support the possibility that the commercialization 
performance (commercialization rate) found for the Air Force during this research effort may 
closely compare to the rates of the Army and Navy. 
Phase II efforts can be subject to a loss of interest over time; these efforts can eventually 
stagnate after Phase II funding. This issue is known to the SBIR program.  Several DoD 
commercialization assistance initiatives have been developed to avoid this conundrum, such as the 
Phase II Enhancement (Phase II+), Commercialization Readiness Programs (CRP), and Transition 
Coaching programs. These initiatives, as depicted in Figure 9, help bridge the gap from Phase II to 





Figure 8. DoD SBIR/STTR Commercialization by Agency, Fiscal Years 1983-2011 (in billions) 
(Department of Defense, Office of Small Business Programs, 2011) 
 
2.4.4 Commercialization Reporting 
SBIR agencies and firms participating in the SBIR program are required to report 
commercialization information related to SBIR Phase II efforts (U.S. Small Business 
Administration, 2014). SBIR agencies are required to collect commercialization data from Small 
Business Concerns participating in the SBIR program and either maintain their commercialization 
database or forward that data to the SBA's centralized commercialization database. The SBA SBIR 
policy directive requires that each Phase I and Phase II applicant provide SBIR related data to 
include non-SBIR sales and investment data (U.S. Small Business Administration, 2014). Phase II 
awardees are required to submit commercialization data to the SBIR agency commercialization 
database upon completion of the last deliverable of the Phase II contract and are requested to 





























Figure 9. The Road to Air Force SBIR Program Commercialization 
 
The DoD SBIR program maintains its centralized Commercialization Database on the DoD 
SBIR/STTR Small Business Portal. SBIR firms completing Phase II contracts within the DoD 
SBIR program can create and update a Company Commercialization Report (CCR) for their Phase 
II project on the DoD SBIR/STTR Small Business Portal. The CCR provides sales and additional 
investment data "resulting from, extending, or logically concluding the Phase II project” (DoD, 
Office of Small Business Programs, 2019).  This data set was incorporated into this research to 
help determine Phase II SBIR contract commercialization.  
The data set has known issues that were brought into question by multiple GAO reports 
(U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2014; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013).  
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GAO concerns note that the CCR does not capture all commercialization data and that the self-
reporting nature of the reports can pose reliability and completeness challenges due to the potential 
of misreporting. An assumption is made to trust that the company reported rates are accurate or in 
any event would be underreported, resulting in a lower commercialization rate than actual. 
However, in subsequent future research of a focused portfolio of SBIR programs such as space or 
sustainment, more in-depth investigations occur to verify the commercialization data.  
 2.4.5 SBIR Valley of Death 
 The SBIR program provides funding to help small business developed technologies avoid 
the innovation “Valley of Death”; however, SBIR programs face their own SBIR-specific risk of 
attrition. This gap of diminishing interest and lack of capital funding, or the "SBIR Valley of 
Death," occurs for SBIR programs in the transition between Phase II SBIR funding and Phase III 
commercialization. According to the United States Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
(IEEE-USA), “many firms that complete Phase I and Phase II programs encounter the so-called 
Valley of Death funding gap to commercialization” (Institute of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineers, 2017). In order to bridge the "Valley of Death," the IEEE-USA recommends that the 
SBIR program should improve commercialization possibilities by authorizing experiments with 
funding beyond Phase II, such as Phase II Enhancement programs. These experiments help reduce 
the risk of reverting mature technologies identified by Utterback (1996). 
 2.4.6 Phase II Enhancement Programs 
 The Phase II Enhancement Program is a DoD initiative to “encourage the transition of 
SBIR research into DoD acquisition programs as well as the private sector” (U.S. Department of 
Defense Office of Small Business Programs, 2019). This initiative awards a SBIR effort a 
contribution that matches a non-SBIR investment up to $500,000 beyond the funding of the 
existing Phase II contract. Phase II Enhancement Programs extends the Phase II contract up to one 
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year and are independently developed by each DoD component such as the Air Force (Phase II+) 
and Navy (Phase II.5) programs. 
 2.4.7 Commercialization Readiness Programs 
 The Commercialization Readiness Program (CRP) is a DoD initiative and part of the SBIR 
and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Reauthorization Act of 2012 (Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition, 2015). This program accelerates the transition of SBIR and STTR funded 
technologies to Phase III with specific emphasis to those that lead to programs of record and 
fielded systems. The CRP is the bridge between SBIR firms and the DoD, conducting activities 
that enhance the connectivity among SBIR firms, prime contractors, and the DoD science and 
technology and acquisition communities. As shown in figure 10, the CRP follows the SBIR effort 








 The Air Force CRP focuses on topic alignment with Portfolio Executive Offices (PEOs) 
and identifying and verifying the customer, need, and technology (United States Air Force SBIR 
Office, 2017). Annual technology interchange meetings are held with major defense contractors to 
facilitate SBIR technologies that meet their needs. Small business industry days are facilitated for 
centers and PEOs. Technology transition plans and SBIR technology maturation plans are 
developed with SBIR firms for their projects.  
 The Army Commercialization Readiness Program assesses and identifies SBIR projects and 
companies with high transition potential that meet high priority requirements, thereby matching 
SBIR companies to customers and facilitates collaboration (United States Army SBIR, 2017). The 
CRP supports development of detailed technology transition plans and agreements. A CRP 
investment fund was developed to provide additional funding to outstanding Phase II projects to 
accelerate transition and commercialization. 
 The Navy Commercialization Readiness Program created Phase II.5 funding for Navy 
SBIR programs (United States Navy, 2017). Phase II.5 is comprised of 20% of each Navy System 
Command’s SBIR funds with the intent of further developing SBIR technologies and to accelerate 
transition for existing Phase II projects. Phase II projects with awards that exceed $1 million or 24 
months of performance will become a Phase II.5. The SBIR project must address a Navy need and 
be relevant to a planned/existing program of record or meet an identified technology gap. Phase 
II.5 projects are required to provide an annual project review, a quarterly report, and a technology 
transition plan or technology transition agreement as per the corresponding system command. 
2.4.8 Transition Coaching Programs 
 The Air Force and the Navy conduct transition assistance programs in addition to the CRP 
with the intent of providing business training, advice, and networking opportunities. The Air Force 
Technology Acceleration Program (TAP) is an 18-hour course that takes SBIR firms with 
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technology that has not been brought to or developed for the commercial market and provides 
training and demonstrations on how to conduct market assessments and develop commercialization 
plans (Air Force Research Lab, 2017). The goal of the program is to assist SBIR companies to 
move their technology from a research phase to a commercial solution.  
The Navy Transition Assistance Program is an 11-month program with about two-thirds of 
Phase II recipients participating (United States Navy, 2017). The program provides a consulting 
service focused on improving SBIR firms' abilities to transition SBIR products. Profiles are 
developed for each participating firm's SBIR project and utilized in an annual Navy Opportunity 
Forum Conference to matching participants with direct exposure and opportunities to interact with 
government and industry transition partners. 
2.5 Categorization Methods 
 The SBIR program awarded 4,324 new SBIR awards in Fiscal Year 2015. The focus of our 
research, the Air Force SBIR program, awarded over 670 SBIR awards in Fiscal Year 2013 (DoD 
Office of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization, 2018). To effectively conduct an 
empirical analysis of this data set, the utilization of categorical data is essential. The process of 
categorization “helps us to gain an understanding of the data source” (Miller, 2017) and has been 
described in multiple published works of data analysis (Baesens, 2014; Dean, 2014; Miner, et al., 
2012).  
Several sources of categorical data are available that provide utility for this analysis effort. 
The data itself can provide explicit and non-explicit forms of categorical data but may require 
further refinement to become usable. Multiple DoD taxonomies provide a legitimate framework of 
categorical data for a DoD-specific analysis that may apply to the SBIR program. Outside of the 
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DoD, NASA shares similar mission sets to the Air Force and has their own SBIR taxonomy 
approach. 
 2.5.1 Content Categorization 
While seeming like a natural source of available categorical data, it should be stated that 
several methods of content categorization are available for analysis. The most accessible and most 
intuitive form of content categorization data would be a well-defined set of categorical data from 
an established taxonomy. While this is the preferred course of action, a data set is often full of 
inaccuracies, incompleteness, and inconsistencies that can corrupt a categorical analysis. The SBIR 
data used within this research effort is the product of inputs from both the Air Force SBIR program 
office and SBIR firms under the SBIR contract. Data inputs subject to multiple viewpoints and 
multiple standards for entry can create inconsistencies that require additional measures to correct 
the data set.   
 2.5.2 Acquisition and Supply Taxonomies 
The DoD uses several standard government codes for contractors and equipment when 
conducting acquisition and supply functions. The DoD SBIR program maintains both North 
American Standard Industrial Code (NAICS) and Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 
information of participating firms. The NAICS taxonomy is “the standard used by Federal 
statistical agencies in classifying business establishments for the purpose of collecting, analyzing, 
and publishing statistical data related to the U.S. business economy” (United States Census Bureau, 
2019). The system was developed by the Office of Management and Budget in 1997 and was 
intended to replace the SIC code system. The system consists of 6-digit industry codes that are 
spread across 20 different industry sectors. The SIC taxonomy consists of 4-digit industry codes 
that indicate the company’s type of business; it is used by the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission when reviewing company filings (U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission , 2019).   
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The Government Services Administration System for Award Management (SAM) database 
maintains data on firms that conduct business with the United States Government such as the SBIR 
program. The SAM database maintains standard business information as well as NAICS and 
Product and Service Codes (PSC) data. The Defense Acquisition University defines the PSC 
taxonomy as "a four-digit code used by all federal government contracting activities for identifying 
and classifying the services and Supplies & Equipment (S&E) that are purchased under contract” 
(Defense Acquisition University, 2018). In August 2012 the Office of the Undersecretary of 
Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics released a memo that recommended the DoD 
use a taxonomy that maps PSCs to “facilitate collaboration within the acquisition workforce and 
with customer organizations” (Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, 
Technology, and Logistics, 2012). 
2.5.3 Capability Based Taxonomies 
The SBIR program develops functional requirements which small businesses apply for 
contracts to develop into a form (e.g., an actual physical system). These functional requirements 
provide capabilities to the end user. Being able to match capabilities directly to the Air Force SBIR 
program could provide better representation to the DoD. Two capability-based taxonomies provide 
possible avenues of fulfilling this match: the DoD Joint Capability Areas (JCAs) and the National 
Air and Space Administration (NASA) SBIR/STTR taxonomy.  
The JCAs represent current capabilities that are required or desired from within the DoD. 
The taxonomy consists of eight first-tier primary categories that are decomposed to the third or 
fourth tier. These capability categories are the product of decomposing DoD capabilities into 
functional or operational lines and favored functional categories. “Functional categories minimize 
redundancies in capability decomposition, provide clearer boundaries to assign weapon systems, 
and improve management ability to develop and implement capabilities planning” (DoD Joint 
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Chiefs of Staff, J-8 Force Structure, Resources, and Assessment Directorate, 2019). The JCAs were 
officially created and approved in 2006; subsequent refinements were completed in 2014 and 2018. 
A complete list of the JCAs and their definitions can be found in Appendix A. 
The NASA SBIR/STTR Taxonomy is part of the SBIR program solicitation process and is 
assigned by the NASA SBIR program to SBIR topics. The taxonomy consists of space-centric 
capabilities and represents what NASA expects to see from their SBIR program. Any work on a 
SBIR effort should fall within that respective topic's taxonomy. A comprehensive list of the NASA 
SBIR taxonomy can be found in Appendix B. 
Both the JCA and NASA SBIR taxonomies consist of desired capabilities for their 
respective agencies. The Air Force is unique in that it is the only DoD, and rather only federal, 
SBIR agency that conducts air and space mission sets that directly relate to NASA operations. 
Aligning both SBIR efforts provides a unique cost and effort sharing opportunity. To demonstrate 
the feasibility of this concept, the respective taxonomies should be interconnected. An example of 
the alignment between DoD and NASA taxonomy is shown in figure 11 (a full mapping to the 2nd 
Tier can be found in Appendix C); all but one JCA and one NASA SBIR taxonomy field were able 
to be matched. The AF SBIR taxonomy should, at least conceptually, derive benefit from a 




Figure 11. Mapping DoD Joint Capability Areas (1st Tier) to NASA SBIR Taxonomy Topics to 
demonstrate alignment between the DoD and NASA SBIR Technologies 
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2.6 Summary 
Innovation creates a unique environment for the DoD SBIR program to operate. Each 
service has its own approach to navigating the valley of death in order to secure radical innovations 
for the warfighter. The current measure of success, commercialization, meets the national objective 
of the SBIR program. The relatively large nature of the SBIR program indicates the need for 
proper categorization methods to analyze AF SBIR commercialization performance adequately. 
Several relevant taxonomies exist within the DoD and outside SBIR agencies such as NASA. 
Christensen (2016) warned that an organization's capabilities define its disabilities and that a 
disruptive innovation should require a "unique new set of capabilities". The proposed AF SBIR 
taxonomy will need to build upon the DoD JCA taxonomy of current needs and inject future and 
shared needs as shown in figure 12 to meet and exceed the battlespace of tomorrow. 
 
 
Figure 12. The Optimal Air Force SBIR Taxonomy 
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III. Methodology 
3.1 Chapter Overview 
This research effort will be conducted in three analysis phases: 1) an initial statistical 
analysis of SBIR phase II program commercialization performance, 2) an additional statistical 
analysis of commercialization performance with available categorization data, and 3) a final 
statistical analysis of commercialization performance with a developed set of categorical data 
(taxonomy). These processes and their mapping to the established research questions are shown in 
Table 2.  
This research is motivated by the need to understand Air Force SBIR program 
commercialization. Current literature and available information lack a valid capability-driven 
taxonomy that applies to Air Force, or Department of Defense (DoD) Small Business Innovation 
Research (SBIR) programs. This gap significantly impacts the ability to provide a thorough 
analysis of commercialization performance and must be rectified. This chapter will explain in 
detail the methods described in Table 2.. 
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3.2 Research Method 
 Empirical methods have been selected to test the assumptions established within the 
literature and provide further investigation when observations challenge those assumptions. 
Qualitative analysis dominates most of this research effort and is the product of existing data, 
derived from DoD SBIR databases and used to measure commercialization performance. 
Qualitative analysis “[brings] a new or fresh perspective to existing research in areas that have 
been dominated by quantitative methods” (Weathington, Cunningham, & Pittenger, 2012); it is 
used to enhance the existing dataset through the development of new constructs and categorical 
data. This development will require the application of existing relevant taxonomies into a tailored 
qualitative framework applicable to DoD SBIR programs. 
Research Overview with Question to Method Mapping 
Research Question  Research Method 
What is the commercialization performance 
of Air Force SBIR Programs? 
Create SBIR Dataset of Phase II 
and Commercialization (Phase III) 
Report Data 
Clean Data (Corrections and 
Exclusions) 
Analyze Data for 
Commercialization Performance 
What unique behaviors or patterns 
demonstrated within that commercialization 
performance? 
Analyze Current Categorical Data 
within SBIR Dataset for 
Commercialization Performance 
Trends 
What methods can be developed to 
investigate and explain those behaviors and 
patterns? 
Develop Categorical Data 
(Capability-Based Taxonomy) 
Verify Taxonomy (Inter-Rater 
Reliability) 
What specific SBIR technologies of interest 
identified by those methods? 
Apply Categorical Data 
(Taxonomy) to SBIR Data Set 
Analyze Developed Categorical 
Data within SBIR Dataset for 
Commercialization Performance 
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3.3 Research Setting 
 This research considers Phase II SBIR programs with closed contracts reported during DoD 
Fiscal Years 2015 through 2018 (as of July 2018).  These programs consist of state of the art 
technologies designed for the current and future needs of the Air Force. This selection is made for 
several reasons. First, the commercialization of SBIR programs has been identified as an area of 
concern by multiple SBIR agencies (U.S. Department of Defense Office of Small Business 
Programs, 2019; U.S. Department of Energy Department of Science, 2019; National Institute of 
Health, 2019). Second, Phase II programs with closed contracts are no longer provided SBIR 
program funding and are subject to the “SBIR Valley of Death”, thus making “it difficult to 
identify funding in a manner that supports timely insertion of the SBIR technology” (United States 
Department of Defense, Office of Small Business Programs, 2018). Finally, the research timeline 
of Fiscal Year 2015 to present (July 2018) has two benefits: 1) it coincides with the arrival of 
incoming leadership at the Air Force SBIR program office, thus controlling for effects from 
leadership changes; 2) it allows for follow-on interviews.  Although human memory reliability 
degrades over time, the selected timeframe is recent enough to maintain accurate memories of key 
informants in the Air Force SBIR program office or any SBIR firms. 
3.4 Data Collection 
 Data was collected for Air Force SBIR Phase II programs, Air Force SBIR Program 
Company Commercialization Reports (CCRs), DoD SBIR Topics, and any relevant categorization 
taxonomies within the Department of Defense or any other government agency. The Air Force 
SBIR Phase II program data set serves as the overarching host data set for analysis. All other data 
generated or pulled from other sources are compiled into the Air Force SBIR Phase II program data 
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set. A comprehensive list of all data retrieved and a reference to their respective sources is located 
in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Research Data Sources 
Data Sources 
Data Type Organization Location 
AF SBIR Phase II Program 





















Contact website helpdesk (1-800-348-0787) for data pull. 




























3.5 Data Analysis 
 This section will provide the steps taken to analyze commercialization performance, 
identify unique behaviors or patterns, and identify any specific SBIR technologies of interest. The 
outcome of this analysis shall provide the basis for recommendations to the Air Force SBIR 
program office to improve the commercialization performance of SBIR programs.  
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3.5.1 Data Set Creation and Cleaning 
The first step in the analysis is assembling the data set and correcting the data set for errors 
or missing data that could negatively impact commercialization analysis efforts. Duplicate data sets 
and data sets that are missing adequate contract or date data to determine Phase II contract closeout 
were excluded from analysis. Open contracts that still receive SBIR Phase II funding were 
excluded from analysis. Contract funding data will be subject to the SBIR funding cap of 
$1,093,015 Phase II + $163,952 funds with an allowance of a 50% increase (this increase includes 
programs such as the DoD Phase II Enhancement Programs outlined in Chapter II) over that 
amount as per SBIR policy (U.S. Small Business Administration, 2014); contracts exceeding that 
cap were excluded from funding analysis.  
3.5.2 Commercialization Performance Analysis with Current Data 
A quantitative commercialization performance analysis is possible following corrections 
and exclusions of the data set. Existing categorical data within the data set is the independent 
variable for each commercialization performance analysis. Program commercialization 
(commercialized versus non-commercialized) is the dependent variable for all commercialization 
performance analysis. The ratio of commercialized to non-commercialized programs is identified 
for the entire set and for subsets (categories).  
Existing categorical data within the data set derives from the original Phase II program 
report, including cross-references to SBIR firm data, SBIR topic data, and baseline taxonomy data. 
These categories allow commercialization performance comparisons. The dependent variable is 
commercialization and relative performance of categories is considered for trends. This phase of 
analysis sought unique or interesting behaviors and patterns. The presence of coherent behaviors 
and patterns determines the viability of existing categorical data; if randomness is depicted by the 
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analysis (no unique or interesting behavior or pattern can be deduced), the categorical data set was 
not considered viable. 
3.5.3 Categorical Data Development and Verification 
The examination of current literature identified the lack of a tailored capability-driven 
taxonomy for DoD SBIR programs. The existing categories are complemented with the application 
of a capabilities-based taxonomy. The current capability-driven DoD Taxonomy, Joint Capability 
Areas (JCAs), was examined to determine its viability as an adequate taxonomy for Air Force 
SBIR programs. Analysis was conducted with a single rater and a panel of raters participating in a 
JCA assignment exercise. The single-rater JCA assignment exercise mapped the JCAs to samples 
of SBIR topics (>=20 SBIR topics) by the JCA mapping process outlined in Figure 14.  
 
 
Figure 13. JCA Mapping Process 
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The single-rater JCA mapping exercise was conducted amongst the research team; this 
team consists of two individuals with more than 20 years of acquisition experience and three 
individuals with less than five years of acquisition experience. Several exploratory iterations of the 
single-rater assignment exercise were allowed to determine the feasibility and subsequent testing 
process improvements in determining interrater reliability. A final non-exploratory single-rater 
JCA assignment exercise was conducted in which results were compared and analyzed to 
determine interrater reliability.  Interrater reliability was employed as a means to validate this 
mapping process. 
Interrater reliability can be defined as:  
 A statistical index that represents how well the records from multiple observers match. If 
the interrater reliability is high, we can place greater confidence in the data and proceed 
with [the] analysis. If the interrater reliability is low, analysis of the data may not be useful 
because the measurement error is too great. Low interrater reliability can indicate that the 
observers need to be better trained, that the definitions need to be clarified, that the 
recording procedure needs to be revised, or that some combination of these solutions may 
need to be used (Weathington, Cunningham, & Pittenger, 2012). 
 
A common empirical method to measure interrater reliability is Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1968); this 
statistical value measures the agreement among multiple subjects for two raters. An updated 
empirical method, Fleiss' Kappa (Fleiss & Cohen, 1973), adapts Cohen's Kappa to testing the 
agreement among more than two raters and calculating the difference between observed agreement 
and the level agreement expected to be by chance. This research effort used a formulation of Fleiss' 
Kappa that was created for use-case rating agreement (Shoufan & Damiani, 2017). It is determined 
by the following equation: 
1
 
Where  (Kappa) is the level of agreement,  is the observed agreement, and  is the level of 




Where N is the total number of SBIR topics and  is the observed agreement for the i-th SBIR 




Where n is the total number of raters, k is the total number of JCA rating levels, and  is the 
number of experts who assigned the i-th subject to the j-th JCA rating level. The level of agreement 
by chance, , is determined by: 
 
Where  is the proportion of assignments to a JCA rating level of j. Finally, the proportion of 
assignments to a rating level,  is determined by: 
1
 
Where N is the total number of SBIR topics, n is the total number of raters, and  is the number 
of experts who assigned the i-th subject to the j-th rating level. 
  Our effort tested reliability on multiple ratings, for multiple topics (subjects), by multiple 
raters. The added variable of rating multiplicity requires a modification to the reliability test; three 
separate tests determined agreement. Reliability for JCA assignment was evaluated by a binary test 
of single versus multiple JCA assignment, a binary test of new capability (outside of the JCA 
taxonomy) identification, and a continuous test of the primary (best fitting) JCA for each SBIR 
topic. The results of the three tests were compared to the Kappa interpretation table developed by 
Landis and Koch (1977) shown in Table 4. Single rater assignment of JCAs were considered a 
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valid measure if all three tests successfully met or exceeded the "Fair Agreement" threshold 
(>=0.21) shown in the table. If considered valid, all appropriate SBIR topics (referenced from the 
Phase II SBIR contract data set) would have been shared across the research team for complete 
assignment. If any of the three tests failed to meet that threshold, single-rater JCA assignment 
would be considered an invalid rating measure and a secondary method of JCA assignment would 
have been tested. 









  The second method of JCA assignment was by a panel of raters, working in the same room, 
and reaching majority concurrence (>50% agreement) on each topic. The research team from the 
previous JCA assignment exercise compromised the JCA rating panel and at least three members 
of the team were present for the assignment exercise. A representative sample of the applicable 
SBIR topic population was the subject of this JCA assignment exercise; sample size estimation 







Where s is the required sample size,  is the chi-square value for 1 degree of freedom at the 
desired confidence level (3.841 at a .95% confidence level), N is the population size, P is the 
population proportion (recommended by Krejcie and Morgan to be .50 for maximum sample size), 
and d is the degree of accuracy expressed as a proportion (recommended by Krejcie and Morgan to 
be .05). To allow ample time for assignment, the assignment exercise was broken up into two-hour 
assignment sessions with an allotment of 60 SBIR topics per session. 
 The validity of the panel-of-raters JCA assignment exercise was tested by using a binary 
test of debated versus non-debated topics of JCA assignment. A topic was considered debated if 
assignment takes longer than two minutes to complete during the exercise. Debate was notated 
next to each associated SBIR topic within the resulting list of assigned topics. The exercise was 
considered valid if less than 25% of SBIR topics within the sample were debated.  
 The nature of a rating panel brings about concerns of groupthink, or a concurrence-seeking 
tendency that leads groups to poor decision making (Janis, 1982). Several methods have been 
suggested to combat groupthink, such as encouraging authentic dissent among groups (Sunstein & 
Hastie, 2015), avoiding chasing the experts (Sunstein & Hastie, 2015), and encouraging diversity 
among groups (Greitemeyer, Schulz-Hardt, & Frey, 2009). To encourage dissent and active 
participation among the rating panel, an agreement ceiling was added. If 100% agreement (no 
dissent among JCA assignments) was found during the assignment exercise, modifications to the 
assignment exercise would have been required. To encourage diversity among the rating panel and 
to avoid “chasing the experts,” participation in assignment sessions varied among the research 
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team. Assignment exercise sessions were scheduled to the availability of at least three members of 
the research team and participant variation was noted. 
 3.5.4 Categorical Data Application and Commercialization Performance Analysis 
If both individual and panel-of-raters JCA assignment methods were considered invalid, the 
JCAs would have been considered inapplicable for the Air Force SBIR program. If either JCA 
assignment was considered successful, the JCA assignment results would have been applied within 
the SBIR topic data set and referenced to each respective SBIR contract from which the SBIR topic 
was derived. If only a sample of SBIR topics were assigned JCAs, the SBIR topics with unassigned 
JCAs as well as their respective SBIR contracts would have been excluded from commercialization 
analysis. The overall commercialization performance of non-excluded SBIR contracts was 
calculated. Analysis efforts of commercialization performance by JCAs was conducted at both the 
second and third JCA tier.  
 A comparison of SBIR contract commercialization was conducted by the verified 
categorical method (existing data or JCA assignment). An “apples-to-apples” comparison of 
categorical groups was desired to mitigate any effects of Simpson’s Paradox, or a disproportionate 
allocation of a response variable among categorical groups that results in an erroneous 
determination of association (Ameringer, Serlin, & Ward, 2009). An exclusion and simulation 
analysis was conducted on the categorized data to account for the paradox. Any grouping with a 
population below three SBIR contracts was excluded from analysis. Any grouping with a 
population above three SBIR contracts was bootstrapped to a population of three by random 
sampling of simulations. A random sampling of three SBIR contracts, and their subsequent 
commercialization performance (commercialization rate), was simulated using 1,000 iterations. 
The average commercialization rate of all 1,000 iterations was used as that specific categorical 
group’s rate in comparison to other groupings. After all categorical groups are bootstrapped or 
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excluded, a comparison of commercialization rates was conducted to determine any unique or 
interesting behaviors. 
3.6 Summary 
 A three-phase analysis process was conducted to determine the commercialization 
performance of Air Force SBIR Phase II programs from FY15 to FY18 and to identify any unique 
behaviors within that performance. The analysis was both quantitative, using data from within the 
data set, and qualitative, developing categorical data to identify and explain unique behaviors of 
commercialization performance. If existing categorical data was insufficient, the DoD JCAs would 
have been explored as a possible avenue of approach. An analysis of commercialization between 
categorical groupings was conducted to identify groups that had a significant impact on SBIR 
contract commercialization performance. A depiction of the analysis, and the results of that 
analysis can be found in Chapter IV.  
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IV. Analysis and Results 
4.1 Chapter Overview 
The analysis conducted within this research effort consisted of establishing an Air Force 
Phase II Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) data set and analyzing the data set to 
determine commercialization performance with the intent to identify any unique behaviors or areas 
of concern within that performance. New categorical methods were developed and applied to assist 
with commercialization analysis. The most viable categorical method will be applied to the data 
set, and the data will be reanalyzed for commercialization performance behavior. New and 
interesting commercialization trends will be identified as areas of interest for future research. Table 
5 provides a brief overview of the analysis efforts described in this chapter with clear traceability 
back to the research method. 
4.2 Data Set Creation 
 The SBIR Program data set consists of Air Force Small Business Innovation Research 
(SBIR) program data from Phase II reports and Phase III Company Commercialization Reports 
(CCRs). SBIR Topic and Department of Defense (DoD) taxonomy data were cross-referenced and 
applied to the SBIR Program dataset for categorical methods to supplement statistical analysis of 
commercialization performance. The program data within this set was current as of July 2018. 
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Table 5. Research Analysis Summary 
Research Analysis Overview with Methodology Tracing 
Research Method  Analysis of Steps Conducted 
Create SBIR Dataset of 
Phase II and 
Commercialization 
(Phase III) Report Data 
Host data set created from the Air Force SBIR Phase II Program data. 
AF SBIR Company Commercialization Report (CCR) data integrated 
into data set. 




80 SBIR contracts excluded for incomplete cost or date data. 
100 SBIR contracts excluded for currency as a Phase II program (not 
closed). 
Analyze Data for 
Commercialization 
Performance 
526 closed SBIR contracts analyzed for commercialization 
performance. 




within SBIR Dataset 
for Commercialization 
Performance Trends 
Inherent categorical data such as existing data categories, contract 
categorization methods, and firm categorization methods was 
analyzed for significance to commercialization performance.  
The analysis had no coherent performance patterns; further categorical 




DoD Joint Capability Areas (JCAs) identified as best available 




JCA mapping to SBIR topic exercises conducted on 20 sample SBIR 
topics as an individual effort among research team. 
Testing shows poor agreement among raters (<0.2 Fleiss kappa 
correlation significance) for two of three agreement tests.  
Additional mapping exercise conducted on 225 SBIR topic samples in 
a group panel format.  
Topics that arise debate among group panel recorded as disagreements 
among raters. 
Testing shows acceptable (97.4%) agreement among group panel of 
raters. 
Apply Categorical Data 
(Taxonomy) to SBIR 
Data Set 
225 SBIR topics were classified to single JCAs by the panel of raters. 
301 SBIR contracts were excluded from commercialization analysis 
due to a lack of SBIR topic JCA assignment. 
36 SBIR contract excluded from commercialization analysis during 
standardization of JCA category group populations. 
Analyze Developed 
Categorical Data 
within SBIR Dataset 
for Commercialization 
Performance 
178 SBIR contracts were analyzed resulting in a commercialization 
performance of 5.60% 
 
JCA areas cross-referenced with commercialization performance to 
identify areas of interest. 
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 4.2.1 Phase II SBIR and Commercialization Data Compilation 
 Commercialization and Phase II SBIR program data was pulled from the DoD SBIR/STTR 
Small Business Portal for Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 to FY 2018. A complete data pull was done for 
CCR commercialization reports, and due to limits on the website, data was pulled for Phase II 
programs by each reporting year (FY15-18). Phase II SBIR program data from each FY were 
merged into an overall data set. The FY15-18 Phase II data set serves as the principal data set for 
commercialization performance analysis; all other data sets (e.g., government taxonomy and SBIR 
topic data) were included within this data set. 
 4.2.2 External Data Inclusions 
 Several data sets were pulled from external data sources outside of the DoD SBIR/STTR 
Small Business Portal. SBIR Firm Data was pulled from the System for Award Management 
(SAM) website. DoD and USG taxonomies were pulled from their respective sources. A 
comprehensive list of DoD SBIR Topics (1998-2018) was provided by the DoD SBIR/STTR Small 
Business Portal site administrators. 
 4.2.2 Data Set Issues and Analysis Exclusions 
 Duplicate SBIR program contracts were found within the data set due to the merging of 
multiple report year Phase II program data, and those duplicate values were removed. Contracts 
exceeding the SBIR funding cap of $1,885,450.50 were excluded from funding analysis. Contracts 
with incomplete cost (award amount and project cost) and date (contract award and contract end) 
data can be found within the data set. Contract closeout is determined by either fully expending 
awarded funds (project cost exceeds award amount) or exceeding the contract end date. Contract 
end dates can be determined from SBIR programs missing that data by calculation from listed 
contract start dates. SBIR Phase II Program data that fails to include adequate cost data or date data 
to determine Phase II contract closeout was removed from the analysis. The focus of this research 
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is a commercialization analysis of AF SBIR programs which are no longer receiving Phase II SBIR 
funding; therefore, contracts that have not yet been awarded a Phase II contract were removed from 
the analysis. 
 4.2.3 Final Data Set for Analysis 
 The original data set contained 706 SBIR contracts which included missing/incomplete 
data. Eighty contracts were excluded from analysis for incomplete cost/date data and Phase II 
contracts that have not been awarded. One hundred contracts were excluded from analysis as 
outstanding "open" Phase II contracts that still receive SBIR program funding. The final data set 
contained 526 SBIR contracts that were analyzed for commercialization performance. A publicly 
available version of the final data set and data field descriptions is found in Appendix D and E. 
4.3 Existing Categorical Data Analysis 
An initial analysis was conducted with categorical data available within or efficiently 
generated from within the data set. These attempts included regression analysis using existing data 
categories, contract categorization, firm categorization, and SBIR topic classification.  The results 
of these analyses were determined to be randomly distributed or insignificant in determining 
commercialization performance. These initial commercialization analysis attempts are described in 
Appendix F of this document. 
4.4 Categorical Data Development and Verification 
 The existing categorical data failed to provide a significant relationship to 
commercialization performance. The research effort turned to the DoD Joint Capability Areas 
taxonomy as a possible means to categorize Air Force SBIR topics and subsequent SBIR Phase II 
efforts. The JCAs provide both relevance as a DoD taxonomy and operational alignment to desired 
DoD capabilities. Two forms of JCA assignment, single rater and a panel of raters, were conducted 
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on samples of SBIR topics to determine reliability among raters. Either form of JCA assignment, if 
reliable, will be applied to a representative sample of SBIR topics.  
4.4.1 Single Rater JCA Assignment 
 The research team conducted multiple single-rater JCA assignment exercises with differing 
samples of 20 SBIR topics. The research team conducted this exercise on an individual basis 
following the JCA assignment rules of engagement located in Appendix G. The research team 
rated each topic using three rating types: best fitting JCA, new capability or a new JCA, and if 
multiple JCAs applied. Three iterations of exploratory single-rater JCA assignment exercises were 
conducted; the results showed that interrater reliability testing is feasible.  
 A final non-exploratory single-rater JCA assignment exercise was conducted. The JCA 
assignment inputs of each rater and each rating type were subjected to Fleiss’ Kappa to determine 
interrater agreement for best fitting single JCA, new capability identified, and multiple JCA 
applicability, respectively. The calculation, as shown in Appendix H, determined interrater 
agreement as 0.37 (fair agreement) for best fitting JCA assignment, 0.18 (slight agreement) for 
new capabilities identified, and -0.03 (poor agreement) for multiple JCA applicability. Due to two 
of three interrater reliability tests failing to meet the established threshold of 0.20 (fair agreement), 
a panel-of-raters JCA assignment exercise was conducted. 
4.4.2 Panel of Raters JCA Assignment 
 A panel-of-raters JCA assignment exercise was conducted among members of the research 
team. Due to the time consuming nature of the assignment (more than 8 hours), the assignment 
exercise set a threshold of three or more research team members for a valid assignment panel. A 
representative sample of SBIR topics was calculated to be 225 topics as shown in Table 6, and 
were pulled by both serial (1-100 topics) and random (101-225 topics) selection. A serial selection 
was conducted due to an initial assumption of variation among each serial SBIR topic. It was 
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determined during the initial assignment of 100 SBIR topics that these topics were most likely 
submitted in groupings by sponsoring organizations and consisted of similar subject matter. 
Random sampling was conducted on the next 125 topics from the SBIR topic data set to represent 
the population best.  
 The JCAs were assigned based on a majority rule principle; however, the research team met 
an impasse, or argument, six times or just over 2.6% of the 225 topics that were assigned. Both the 
assignment floor (>= 75% agreement) and ceiling (> 0% dissent or argument) were met. The JCA 
assignment exercise was conducted in four, two-hour assignment sessions. Rater panel 
membership varied during each session, with sessions consisting mainly of experienced and 
unexperienced personnel respectively.  
 A list of the sampled SBIR topics and their corresponding assigned JCAs is provided in 
Appendix I. The general logic used by the research team during the JCA assignment process is 
located in Appendix J. The JCAs were assigned down to the third tier with the exception of SBIR 
topics where the capabilities identified spanned outside the boundary of a single third-tier JCA; in 
that event, the second-tier JCA was assigned for that capability and subsequent SBIR topic.  
 
Table 6. SBIR Topic Sample Size Estimation for JCA Assignment (Krejcie & Morgan, 1970) 
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4.5 Categorical Data Analysis 
 Both existing and new categorical methods were tested for applicability and validity to the 
Air Force SBIR program. Existing categorical data proved insignificant in determining 
commercialization behavior among the SBIR contracts. The JCA taxonomy paired with a panel of 
raters assignment methodology was proven to be the most applicable by addressing DoD current 
needs and valid with 97.4% agreement among the panel for JCA assignment. Application of the 
rating panel JCA assignments to the SBIR data set shall provide a comparison of 
commercialization rates by JCA grouping to determine any unique or interesting behavior.  
4.5.1 JCA Application and Exclusions 
The JCA assignment exercise resulted in 225 SBIR topics assigned to 48 different JCAs 
that consisted of both second and third tier JCAs. The assigned JCAs were applied to SBIR Phase 
II contracts by cross-referencing the SBIR topic number. The resulting data set consisted of 214 
closed Phase II SBIR contracts that were assigned a JCA. Dummy variables were created for each 
of the 48 assigned JCA categories. The population of Phase II contracts assigned to each JCA 
category varied, with a maximum of 29 contracts and a minimum of just one. The JCA assignment 
logic and justification used by the research team during the JCA assignment process is shown in 
Appendix J.  
In order to avoid Simpson’s Paradox, 28 JCA categorical groups and 36 associated 
contracts were excluded from analysis. Bootstrapping to a SBIR contract population of three 
contracts was performed on 14 JCA categorical groups with simulation iterations sampling from 
160 associated SBIR contracts. The resulting data set consisted of 20 JCA categorical groups and 
178 associated SBIR contracts that are fit for commercialization analysis; a visual depiction of the 
“analysis space” of these programs is shown in Figure 15. The comparison of total population 
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commercialization rates to the standardization sample rate for each bootstrapped JCA categorical 
group can be found in Table 7. 
 
 
Figure 14. Commercialization of SBIR Contracts by Joint Capability Areas 
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Table 7. Comparison of JCA Category Rates (Total versus Bootstrapped) 
 
 
 4.5.2 Analysis Results 
 The JCA categories were analyzed for commercialization performance using bootstrapped 
commercialization rates as noted in Table 7. Several JCA categories outperformed both the total 
SBIR contract population commercialization rate (7.6%) and the bootstrapped population 
commercialization rate (5.6%) as shown in Figure 14. These high-performing categories consisted 
of maintenance repair functions (e.g., squadron-level), maintenance service functions (e.g., depot-
level), advanced technology (e.g., state-of-the-art and prototyping), and positioning, navigation & 
timing (e.g., Global Positioning System). An exhaustive summary of each JCA categories 




Figure 15. JCA Category Commercialization Performance 
 
4.5.3 Implications 
 The results of this analysis effort imply that the Air Force SBIR program excels at 
commercializing areas where we control the technical baseline. Controlling the technical baseline 
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was defined by Barker (2019) as having the “necessary technical resources with the right 
competencies (skills)” in a technical area and “possessing the technical expertise necessary to 
engage effectively with industry experts”. The aging fleet of the Air Force requires constant use of 
maintenance and depot functions as reflected in the high commercialization rate of JCAs involving 
those efforts. Air Force agencies such as the Air Force Research Lab require proof-of-concept 
prototypes and advanced technological research to break technical barriers. Positioning, 
navigation, and timing systems are of DoD-level interest, and the Air Force manages the Global 
Positioning System through both satellite launch and control.  
The majority of low performers reside in technical areas where the Air Force does not 
control the technical baseline. Categories such as aircraft and space were technical areas once 
dominated by the Air Force, but they have since become subject to commercial markets who can 
expand and advance the technical baseline at or beyond the level of the Air Force. Areas such as 
counter air and battery are DoD specific, but fall in the realm of a sister service, the U.S. Army.  
The Air Force either needs to focus SBIR investments into areas where it maintains 
dominance in the technical baseline or make investments on advancing the baseline in areas in 
which it does not. The focus of SBIR investments can be traced to the development and solicitation 
of SBIR topics; sponsoring and managing organizations need to keep the technical baseline in 
mind when soliciting a topic. Figure 17 depicts the number of SBIR contracts assigned to each first 
and second tier JCA; minimal investments were made into Force Integration, Command and 
Control, and Protection JCAs. SBIR topic development with a panel of sponsors, managers, and 
users, with JCA assignment in mind for each topic, will allow better operational allocation and 






Figure 16. Air Force SBIR Investment "Shots on Goal" (Number of SBIR Contracts) per JCA 
 
The snapshot provided in Figure 17 also provides utility beyond identifying SBIR 
investment, it can be used to identify technical baseline control. Evaluating technical baseline 
competence to the second tier will allow the Air Force to identify areas for future improvement. 
Investments in advancing the technical baseline will prove the most difficult, requiring changes to 
DoD and legislative policies.   
Several SBIR topic solicitations were written at a highly technical level; this "sticky" 
information made comprehending the true nature of the topic difficult during the JCA assignment 
process. If a research team of Air Force acquisition personnel, several with over 20 years of 
experience, had difficulty comprehending an Air Force SBIR topic, it could be expected that a 
prospective SBIR firm would have the same issue. Generalization of technically advanced material 
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different. The SBIR program office should identify and correct SBIR topics that fail to meet a 
general knowledge comprehension requirement. 
Exceeding the problem space was an issue encountered during the JCA assignment process 
for several SBIR topics. These SBIR topics requested weapon systems, components, or 
technologies that touched multiple JCAs, some to the level of effort for a major defense acquisition 
program. During SBIR topic development, it is essential for the sponsoring and managing 
organization to keep the scope of a SBIR effort in mind. If a SBIR topic requires a level of effort 
beyond $1.93 million, that topic should be decomposed into smaller efforts with the sponsor as the 
lead integrator or made into a full-fledged acquisition program of record.  
The JCA assignment process identified several JCA taxonomy areas of improvement. The 
current JCAs fail to address sustainment functions of legacy aircraft; these functions would include 
corrosion protection and component replacement and modernization efforts. Industrial hygiene, 
and more specifically Occupational Safety and Health Administration compliance efforts, lacked 
adequate coverage. The current needs perspective of the JCAs failed to cover state-of-the-art 
capabilities that have recently become prevalent within the DoD, such as artificial intelligence, 
additive manufacturing, autonomy, and data storage. The JCA taxonomy will need to be updated 
alongside SBIR topic development to make useful and relevant investments in the SBIR program. 
4.6 Summary 
The Air Force SBIR program was analyzed for commercialization performance from Fiscal 
Year 2015 to July 2018. A data set was created from combining Phase II and Company 
Commercialization Report data sets. Existing categorical data proved insignificant in determining 
commercialization performance. The DoD Joint Capability Areas were identified as the most 
adequate taxonomy for categorical analysis through assignment to SBIR topics by a panel of raters. 
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Air Force ownership of the technical baseline was identified as a discriminating factor in 
commercialization performance. Improvements to SBIR topic development, the JCA taxonomy, 
and Air Force ownership of the technical baseline was recommended. 
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V.  Conclusions and Recommendations 
5.1 Chapter Overview 
This research was motivated by our National Defense Strategy’s call for improved 
innovation.  The focus of this research is the performance of our existing SBIR program; at its 
core, the program seeks to stimulate innovation within the national industrial base.  This research 
accomplished a three-phase analysis of SBIR performance to determine the performance baseline 
of the existing program. The primary contribution of this research is a capability-based means to 
categorize and thus measure SBIR investments. Management tools are presented to solidify the 
utility of this contribution and to derive recommendations for improvement. Future research is 
suggested to enhance and apply this categorical framework to other areas of interest within the Air 
Force SBIR Program.  
5.2 Conclusions of Research 
The research analysis found that the total population of closed phase II SBIR contract 
efforts had a commercialization rate of 7.6%. Existing categorical data were determined to be 
insignificant in determining commercialization performance. The DoD JCA taxonomy was 
identified as a relevant taxonomy for categorical analysis. A panel-of-raters JCA assignment 
exercise was performed on 225 SBIR topics. Due to variation among populations for each JCA 
category, standardization was performed on category populations that exceeded three contracts and 
exclusions performed on category populations that failed to meet three SBIR contracts. The 
resulting commercialization rate of the 178 bootstrapped SBIR contracts was 5.6% spread across 
20 JCA categories as shown in Figure 18. JCAs identified as high-performers consisted of 
maintenance repair functions (e.g., squadron-level), maintenance service functions (e.g., depot-
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level), advanced technology (e.g., state-of-the-art and prototyping), and positioning, navigation & 
timing (e.g., Global Positioning System). 
 
 
Figure 17. JCA Category Commercialization Performance 
 
The results of this analysis effort imply that the Air Force SBIR program is proficient at 
commercializing areas where we control the technical baseline. Ownership of the baseline was 
shared by high-performing JCA categories, while low-performing JCA categories did not. Several 
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SBIR topic solicitations were written at a highly technical level; this level of technicality impedes a 
general understanding of the SBIR topic. Some SBIR topics exceeded beyond the level of a SBIR 
effort towards a program of record or major defense program. The current JCAs address the current 
needs of the DoD; these capabilities fail to address current needs of sustainment functions and 
industrial hygiene as well as future needs that are establishing themselves today such as artificial 
intelligence and data storage. 
5.3 Significance of Research 
This research effort conducted an extensive commercialization analysis of 178 SBIR 
contracts that represent over $182 million in SBIR funding. The results of this analysis provide 
decision makers with a snapshot of "Where am I making my investments?", "How much am I 
investing?" and "How well are those investments performing?" as shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20. 
The implications of this analysis identify areas for process and policy improvements to better 
identify and capitalize on commercializing innovative technologies. The direct effect of this 
improvement can be realized on an Air Force SBIR program that represents almost $1 billion in 
annual SBIR funding.  
5.3.1 Applicability 
 The findings of this research effort are not only applicable to Air Force SBIR programs but 
could have applicability to the overall DoD SBIR program. Technical baseline ownership within 
DoD acquisition touches every department component such as the Army or Navy. The JCA 
taxonomy is a DoD joint venture; improvements to the taxonomy will reap benefits across the 
department. The possibility of cost savings by minimizing duplication of effort with NASA 




Figure 18. Air Force SBIR Investment "Shots on Goal" (Number of SBIR Contracts) per JCA 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 1,488,271$    ‐$                 40,126,582$  ‐$                 ‐$                 8,357,109$    5,960,084$    2,992,924$   
2 749,074$        5,498,301$    5,046,156$    3,734,972$    2,897,974$    2,198,340$    8,499,432$    ‐$                
3 ‐$                 15,698,365$  31,384,157$  1,499,273$    2,234,943$    ‐$                 ‐$                
4 6,740,212$    ‐$                 749,744$        749,095$        27,949,053$ 
5 ‐$                 ‐$                 ‐$                 5,586,538$    ‐$                




















Figure 20. Air Force SBIR Investment "Commercialization on Shot" per JCA 
 
5.3.2 Limitations 
 Several limitations were noted during the research effort: 
 The SBIR program data set consists of only Air Force SBIR programs from Air Force 
Fiscal Year 2015 to July 2018.  
 
 SBIR programs within the data set that failed to include adequate cost or date data to 
determine Phase II contract closeout were excluded from analysis. 
 
 Open SBIR Phase II contracts were excluded from analysis. 
 
 Monetary commercialization dollars were the only examined success factor; the intrinsic 
value of diffused technology from SBIR efforts in the DoD or AF was not analyzed. 
 
 Categorical analysis of commercialization performance was only performed on 178 SBIR 
contracts that were assigned a JCA category and fell within JCA categories that met 
population requirements of three or more SBIR contracts. 
 
5.4 Investigative Questions (IQs) Answered 
 The onset of this effort imposed several investigative questions towards the Air Force SBIR 
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addressing each question. Extensive literature review and comprehensive analysis of Air Force 
SBIR contracts was conducted to provide insight that will answer those questions. The answers to 
these questions consist of summarized information or findings stated in this chapter or previous 
chapters.  
5.4.1 IQ 1: What is the commercialization performance of Air Force SBIR Programs? 
 The total commercialization rate of closed Air Force SBIR contracts within the Air Force SBIR 
program from Fiscal Year 2015 to FY 2018 was 7.60%. An analysis of the JCA categorical 
assignment resulted in a bootstrapped commercialization rate of 5.60% across 178 closed SBIR 
contracts.   
 5.4.2 IQ 2: What are the unique behaviors or patterns demonstrated within that  
 commercialization performance? 
 
 Several high performing and low performing technical areas were found with respect to 
commercialization. High-performing technical areas included maintenance, navigation, and 
advanced technology. Low-performing technical areas included space launch and developmental 
engineering.  
Several factors may have caused this demonstrated lack of commercialization performance. 
A market need for the developed technology may not exist. The established need for the 
technology, conveyed through a SBIR Topic solicitation, may have been unclear due to overly 
complicated solicitations or requests that extend outside the scope of a SBIR effort. The maturity 
reverting nature of an immature SBIR component technology on an existing mature legacy weapon 
system is another concern. Finally, these SBIR efforts may exist within the realm of technical 
baseline ownership where the Air Force fails to match commercial industry. In such an event, 
attempts to support and subsequently diffuse the technology within the Air Force can prove 
unsuccessful.   
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5.4.3 IQ 3: What methods can be developed to investigate and explain those behaviors 
and patterns? 
 
 The DoD JCA taxonomy provides the best appropriate categorical method to identify and 
compare commercialization rates among capability areas. This taxonomy of currently needed 
capabilities provides an operational alignment to SBIR topics. The ability to align SBIR topics to 
the first, second, and third JCA tier allows various levels of analysis. Assignment by a panel of 
raters was the best method to assign JCAs to a SBIR topic, resulting in over 97.4% agreement 
across the SBIR topics assigned. The results of this analysis and future utilization of JCA 
assignment provides a management tool to identify capability investments, determine how well 
they perform, and make decisions on where to invest next. 
5.4.4 IQ 4: What specific SBIR technologies of interest identified by those methods? 
 The assignment of JCAs to SBIR contracts provides a capability-driven outlook, rather than 
a technology-focused outlook. The JCAs that represent areas of interest for SBIR 
commercialization performance were areas of maintenance, navigation, and advanced technology. 
Technologies that were not covered by the JCAs but were however identified through SBIR topic 
review were artificial intelligence, sustainment, industrial hygiene, autonomy, and data storage. 
5.5 Recommendations for Action 
The recommendations derived from this research effort include refining the SBIR topic 
development process, updating the JCA taxonomy, and expanding Air Force ownership of 
technical baselines. Several issues were identified concerning SBIR topic solicitations. Sponsoring 
organizations appear to have the most input in topic development, which often resulted in SBIR 
topics with no operational alignment, extensive technical write-ups, and levels of effort beyond the 
scope of the SBIR program. JCA assignment is a team effort that begins at SBIR topic solicitation. 
The SBIR program should stress the inclusion of sponsoring, managing, and using organizations 
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within the solicitation process. The effectiveness of the assignment is increased exponentially 
within the panel system. The SBIR topic solicitation itself should be evaluated for “stickiness” and 
scope of effort by the same panel.  
The current JCA taxonomy fails to account for several current capabilities and advanced 
capabilities that have recently become prevalent across the DoD. The research effort identified 
several current and new capabilities that deserve allocation beyond the necessary maintenance, 
general engineering, and advanced technology categories within the JCAs. The JCA taxonomy 
should be updated to account for current capabilities such as sustainment and industrial hygiene 
and new capabilities such as artificial intelligence, autonomy, hypersonics, and data storage.  
Further advancement of an Air Force-specific SBIR taxonomy should be created beyond 
the current JCA taxonomy.  An aerospace SBIR community of interest should be established that 
will oversee a common SBIR taxonomy. This community can consist of the DoD SBIR program, 
other SBIR agencies such as NASA, sponsor organizations, manager organizations, users, major 
defense contractors, and high-tech firms such as Google and Apple. The inclusion of this 
community will result in a SBIR taxonomy that accounts for current, future, and shared needs.   
Additionally, the Air Force needs to build upon and enhance its ownership of the technical 
baseline across all related JCAs of interest. The decision regarding in which joint capabilities to 
make a knowledge investment should be made by senior leadership. The act of enhancing and 
expanding ownership can be facilitated through extensive interactions across the previously 
suggested aerospace SBIR community of interest. 
5.6 Recommendations for Future Research 
Future research recommendations include expanding analysis on the current data set and 
conducting additional analysis on related data. Expanding beyond the 225 assigned JCA topics to 
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all 537 SBIR topics within the data set will provide a better snapshot of commercialization 
performance per category. Coding of the JCAs can follow the implementation logic established in 
Appendix J. Before performing this analysis, the data set should be updated to account for new 
contract data developed since the conclusion of this research effort. 
A case study analysis of SBIR Phase II programs for commercialization success and failure 
mechanisms provides an in-depth root cause analysis. Interviews with SBIR firms, sponsors, 
managers, and the SBIR program office provides a much more extensive set of mechanisms that 
could be identified through the analysis conducted in this effort. Choosing a category or 
technology area of interest is recommended, such as unmanned aerial vehicles, space, or 
hypersonics. Selection criteria of recent (in the past three fiscal years) SBIR contracts are also 
recommended due to requiring the memory and recollection of individuals. 
The Government Accountability Office identified that the self-reporting nature of CCR data 
by participating SBIR firms as a concern (U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2013; U.S. 
Government Accountability Office, 2014). Conducting an investigative analysis of Company 
Commercialization Report (CCR) data to verify commercialization data of a specific SBIR 
program portfolio will answer accuracy and reliability issues outlined by the GAO. Focusing on a 
specific SBIR portfolio in similar timeline and category as outlined in the previous 
recommendation will allow ample data and a sufficient scope to conduct analysis.  
Development of an improved Air Force SBIR Program taxonomy that accounts for current 
JCAs capabilities, future capabilities, and cost-saving possibilities provides future-proof 
operational alignment to the Air Force SBIR program. The current JCA data set requires some 
minor tweaking to account for current needs that have "slipped through the cracks," these needs 
include efforts such as sustainment and industrial hygiene. The addition of future capabilities to the 
JCAs is a must in a taxonomy that addresses the advanced technologies contained within the Air 
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Force SBIR program. The NASA SBIR taxonomy contains several shared capabilities with the 
DoD JCAs; further investigation and coordination between the DoD and NASA could result in 
unique cost-sharing opportunities. 
5.7 Summary 
The Air Force SBIR Program has seen a high rate of failure, over 92%, in Phase II efforts 
that have completed funding within the last three Fiscal Years. An application of DoD mission-
centric JCAs to each SBIR effort provides an explicit operational mapping of DoD needs to Air 
Force SBIR Program efforts. The JCA assignment process and subsequent analysis identified 
several high performing groups and low performing groups. High performers such as maintenance, 
advanced technology, and positioning, navigation & timing resided in areas were the Air Force 
owns the technical baseline. Low performers such as developmental engineering, test, and counter-
air and battery reside within baselines that the Air Force does not control. These JCA groupings 
provide the Air Force SBIR Program focus areas to concentrate funding or attention, to improve 
the commercialization, or return on investment, of a program that represents almost 1 billion 




Appendix A. Joint Capability Area Definitions 
 
JOINT CAPABILITY AREA DEFINITIONS 
 










Retrieved from the JCA repository site (Department of Defense Joint Staff J8, 2018) 





1.1. Force  Management  –  The  ability  to  integrate  new  and  existing  human  and 


































































































































































































2.2.3.3. Observation – The ability  to use human  resources  to obtain, by  visual 




























































































































































































































































4.2.1. Supplies  &  Equipment  Management  –  The  ability  to  maintain 

















4.3.1. Inspect  –  The  ability  to  determine  faults  or  verify  repairs  or 








































































































































































































































































































6.2.1. Optimized  Network  Functions  &  Resources  –  The  ability to  provide 










































































































































































































































Appendix B. NASA SBIR/STTR Technology Taxonomy 
 
The following taxonomy was generated by the National Aeronautics  
and Space Administration (NASA) for the NASA SBIR and STTR program and featured 
as Appendix B of the Fiscal Year 2017 SBIR/STTR General Solicitation (NASA 
SBIR/STTR Program Support Office, 2017). 
 
Table 8. NASA SBIR/STTR Taxonomy 
Aeronautics/Atmospheric Vehicles 
Aerodynamics 
Air Transportation & Safety 
Airship/Lighter-than-Air Craft 
Avionics (see also Control and Monitoring) 
Analysis 




Entry, Descent, & Landing (see also Planetary Navigation, Tracking, & Telemetry) 
Navigation & Guidance 
Relative Navigation (Interception, Docking, Formation Flying; see also Control & Monitoring; Planetary 
Navigation, Tracking, & Telemetry) 
Space Transportation & Safety 
Spacecraft Design, Construction, Testing, & Performance (see also Engineering; Testing & Evaluation) 








Recovery (see also Vehicle Health Management) 
Robotics (see also Control & Monitoring; Sensors) 
Biological Health/Life Support 
Biomass Growth 
Essential Life Resources (Oxygen, Water, Nutrients) 
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Fire Protection 
Food (Preservation, Packaging, Preparation) 
Health Monitoring & Sensing (see also Sensors) 
Isolation/Protection/Radiation Shielding (see also Mechanical Systems) 
Medical 
Physiological/Psychological Countermeasures 
Protective Clothing/Space Suits/Breathing Apparatus 
Remediation/Purification 
Waste Storage/Treatment 
Communications, Networking & Signal Transport 











Waveguides/Optical Fiber (see also Optics) 
Control & Monitoring 
Algorithms/Control Software & Systems (see also Autonomous Systems) 
Attitude Determination & Control 
Command & Control 
Condition Monitoring (see also Sensors) 
Process Monitoring & Control 
Sequencing & Scheduling 
Telemetry/Tracking (Cooperative/Noncooperative; see also Planetary Navigation, Tracking, & Telemetry) 
Teleoperation 
Education & Training 
Mission Training 
Outreach 
Training Concepts & Architectures 
Electronics 
Circuits (including ICs; for specific applications, see e.g., Communications, Networking & Signal 
Transport; Control & Monitoring, Sensors) 
Manufacturing Methods 





















Image Capture (Stills/Motion) 
Image Processing 
Radiography 
Thermal Imaging (see also Testing & Evaluation) 
Information Systems 
Computer System Architectures 
Data Acquisition (see also Sensors) 
Data Fusion 
Data Input/Output Devices (Displays, Storage) 





Material Handing & Packaging 
Transport/Traffic Control 
Manufacturing 
Crop Production (see also Biological Health/Life Support) 
In Situ Manufacturing 
Microfabrication (and smaller; see also Electronics; Mechanical Systems; Photonics) 
Processing Methods 
Resource Extraction 





















Isolation/Protection/Shielding (Acoustic, Ballistic, Dust, Radiation, Thermal) 
Machines/Mechanical Subsystems 
Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS) and smaller 
Pressure & Vacuum Systems 
Structures 
Tribology 












Detectors (see also Sensors) 
Emitters 
Lasers (Communication) 
Lasers (Cutting & Welding) 
Lasers (Guidance & Tracking) 
Lasers (Ignition) 
Lasers (Ladar/Lidar) 
Lasers (Machining/Materials Processing) 
Lasers (Measuring/Sensing) 




Materials & Structures (including Optoelectronics) 
Planetary Navigation, Tracking, & Telemetry 
Entry, Descent, & Landing (see also Astronautics) 
GPS/Radiometric (see also Sensors) 
Inertial (see also Sensors) 
Optical 
Ranging/Tracking 




Extravehicular Activity (EVA) Propulsion 
Fuels/Propellants 
Launch Engine/Booster 
Maneuvering/Stationkeeping/Attitude Control Devices 
Photon Sails (Solar; Laser) 





Biological (see also Biological Health/Life Support) 
Biological Signature (i.e., Signs Of Life) 




Interferometric (see also Analysis) 
Ionizing Radiation 
Optical/Photonic (see also Photonics) 
Positioning (Attitude Determination, Location X-Y-Z) 
Pressure/Vacuum 
Radiometric 























Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE; NDT) 
Simulation & Modeling 





Vehicle Health Management 
Diagnostics/Prognostics 





Appendix C. Mapping of NASA SBIR/STTR Tech Taxonomy to 2nd Tier DoD JCAs 
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Table 9. Matching of NASA Taxonomy to JCA Taxonomy 
 
  
1. Force Integration 5. Command and Control
1.1 Force Management Education & Training 5.1 Organize
1.2 Force Preparation 5.2 Understand





















Networking & Signal 
Transport
2.4
Analysis, Estimation, & 
Production Information Systems Electronics
2.5
BA Dissemination & 
Integration Information Systems Information Systems
2.6 Counterintelligence (CI) 6.3 Cybersecurity










Mechanical Systems Software Development
Propulsion 7. Protection
Thermal Management & 
Control 7.1 Prevention
3.2 Fires Photonics 7.2 Mitigation







8.1 Advisory & Compliance Testing & Evaluation
Software Development
Photonics 8.2 Strategic Management
Vehicle Health Management 8.3 Information Management
4.4 Logistics Services Logistics Manufacturing
4.5
Operational Contract 




Base & Installation 
Support Energy 8.5 Financial Management
4.8 Health Services Biological Health/Life Support MicrogravityUnmatched NASA Taxonomy I
NASA SBIR/STTR 
Technology TaxonomyDoD Joint Capability Areas
Acquisition & Technology8.4Biological Health/Life SupportEngineering4.6
Supply 4.2
DoD Joint Capability Areas
NASA SBIR/STTR 
Technology Taxonomy










Appendix D. Final SBIR Data Set 
 
 A publicly available, redacted version of the SBIR data used for this analysis is 
available on the AFIT Scholar website (https://scholar.afit.edu/) under AFIT Designator 








Appendix E. Description of SBIR Data Fields 















































































































































































































































































































































Appendix F. Initial Commercialization Analysis Attempts 
Overview 
Multiple attempts to categorize and analyze the Small Business Innovation 
Research (SBIR) data set for commercialization were conducted. These attempts included 
regression analysis using existing data categories, contract categorization, firm 
categorization, and SBIR topic classification. The intent of these attempts were to provide 
enhance the data set so that statistical analysis of the data would provide statistically 
significant results by in some cases simply visual identification through scatter plot 
analysis or through regression analysis for the 95% significance level.  These avenues of 
approach while deemed not appropriate for this research, do provide a “what not to do” 
guide for those conducting further research related to SBIR commercialization rates and 
this data set. 
Regression Analysis Using Existing Data Categories 
 An initial regression analysis was conducted using categorical data already 
present within the existing data set. A dummy variable was established for 
commercialized programs and used as a response variable against present categorical 
data. The results of this initial analysis proved inconclusive with a significance level well 
below 95%. Additional categorization was required in order to conduct any sort of 
significant statistical analysis. 
Contract Categorization 
 The first set of categorization attempts looked at classifying the contracts 
themselves, specifically keywords within the data set, location relative to a representative 
SBIR management office, contract award funding, and enrollment in a SBIR 
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Commercialization Readiness Program (CRP). The keywords within the SBIR contract 
data set consisted of multiple keywords per contract that were concatenated together into 
a single entry. The most common keywords as shown in Table 11 were extracted from 
the data set and used for classification. The issues with this classification method were 
that the keywords themselves did not follow a clear taxonomy and were entered by the 
contractor and not SBIR office personnel, which led to the determination that this method 
was not an official or reasonable source of classification data and was determined not to 
be a viable classification method. 
 The location of the SBIR effort with respect to contractor and SBIR management 
office was tested as a possible method of categorization. If the contractor was performing 
the effort for the SBIR contract and was in proximity (in the same state) as the SBIR 
office managing the contract, more support beneficial to the SBIR effort could be 
reasonably expected. SBIR contracts were analyzed for the location of the effort within 
the same state as the SBIR management office by comparison of indicated state or Zone 
Improvement Plan code. A scatter plot of commercialization rates by SBIR management 
offices with same state efforts was generated and is shown in Figure 21. This plot depicts 
a random distribution which along with a low sample size of same state efforts (less than 
or equal to 11 contracts each), led to the decision that this was not a viable method for 
analysis. 
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Table 11. Keyword Summary Statistics 
 
Category Program Count Commercialization Count Comm Rate Funding Total Funding Average
Additive Manufacturing 10 0 0% 7,765,358.00$       776,535.80$         
AI 16 3 19% 13,799,640.00$     862,477.50$         
Aircraft 28 2 7% 26,166,129.00$     934,504.61$         
Command and Control 27 5 19% 21,898,080.00$     811,040.00$         
Communication 46 3 7% 38,610,478.00$     839,358.22$         
Composite 45 4 9% 32,411,763.00$     720,261.40$         
Cyber 5 0 0% 3,739,183.00$       747,836.60$         
Data 39 6 15% 31,400,571.00$     805,142.85$         
Displays 2 0 0% 1,749,228.00$       874,614.00$         
Drone 16 1 6% 15,315,386.00$     957,211.63$         
Electronic Warfare 9 0 0% 6,836,502.00$       759,611.33$         
Energy 39 2 5% 32,790,147.00$     840,773.00$         
Fuel 8 1 13% 7,136,494.00$       892,061.75$         
ISR 8 1 13% 7,502,698.00$       937,837.25$         
Landing Gear 7 4 57% 4,203,168.00$       600,452.57$         
Medical 9 0 0% 6,797,851.00$       755,316.78$         
Modeling & Simulation 50 3 6% 41,400,419.00$     828,008.38$         
Navigation 37 1 3% 29,522,937.00$     797,917.22$         
Performance 17 0 0% 14,390,823.00$     846,519.00$         
Propulsion 43 3 7% 32,780,159.00$     762,329.28$         
Radar 19 1 5% 13,861,734.00$     729,564.95$         
Safety 35 2 6% 30,156,005.00$     861,600.14$         
Satellite 24 0 0% 20,475,949.00$     853,164.54$         
Sensor 122 9 7% 97,052,178.00$     795,509.66$         
Situational Awareness 18 2 11% 15,676,131.00$     870,896.17$         
Software 12 0 0% 10,200,446.00$     850,037.17$         
Sustainment 56 4 7% 48,919,547.00$     873,563.34$         
Test 12 0 0% 7,691,797.00$       640,983.08$         




Figure 21. Commercialization Rate for Same State SBIR Efforts 
 The level of funding for a SBIR contract effort was viewed as a possible factor for 
SBIR commercialization. The data set had already been scrubbed for and excluded 7 
SBIR contracts that exceeded the maximum allowable funding level of  $1,885,450.50. 
The resulting contracts had a maximum funding level of $1,839,909, a minimum funding 
level of $49,966, and an average funding level of $816,199. SBIR funding categories 
were generated within $50,000 increments and resulted in 37 categories that spanned 
from $0 to $1,850,000. A scatter plot was generated to compare commercialization rates 
by funding level and is shown in Figure 22. The random distribution depicted within the 
scatter plot resulted in the determination that this was not a viable categorization method. 
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Figure 22. Commercialization Rate by Funding Level 
 Commercialization Readiness Programs (CRPs) are a DoD initiative and aim to 
assist SBIR firms navigate through the SBIR process. Enrollment within a CRP was 
viewed as a possible factor in determining commercialization of a SBIR contract. A 
dummy variable was generated for contracts that were indicated within the dataset as 
being enrolled in a CRP. The commercialization rates for all programs were compared to 
those enrolled and not enrolled in a CRP. These metrics as well as the percent of 
programs within the dataset reported as being part of a CRP are shown in Figure 23. 
While there appears to be a difference of commercialization rates (1%) for CRP 
enrollment, only 2% of programs within the dataset were indicated as being enrolled. 
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This small percentage of enrollment leads to the conclusion that CRP enrollment within 
the data set is most likely heavily underreported and is not a viable method for 
determining commercialization. 
 
Figure 23. Commercialization Readiness Program Evaluation 
Firm Categorization 
 The focus of categorization shifted from the individual contract efforts to the 
firms themselves, SBIR firms are small businesses that would logically follow a specific 
industry/technology specialization. The size of the firm itself conducting the effort as 
well as the firm’s specialization were viewed as possible factors for commercialization. 
The SBIR firms completing contract efforts within the data set ranged from 1 to 518 
employees, these firms were grouped into 20 different size categories. Commercialization 
rates by firm size category were plotted against each other and shown in Figure 24.  The 
random distribution of the plot and the appearance of only one outlier indicates that firm 




Figure 24. Commercialization by Firm Size 
 
 The specialization of the SBIR firm completing the contract effort was viewed as 
a possible form of categorization. By viewing firm data available within the data set as 
well as through cross-reference searches of SBIR forms with the United States 
Government System (USG) for Award Management (SAM) database, three forms of 
specialization codes were obtained: North American Industrial Classification (NAIC) 
codes, Product Service Codes (PSCs), and Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes. 
These codes are prevalent within acquisitions, contracting, and logistics for the 
Department of Defense and the USG. Unfortunately, these classification systems do not 
share that applicability with the state-of-the-art nature of the SBIR program, these codes 
focus on delivery of current technology product. SBIR focuses more on future technology 
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and research (a rather intangible product) which led to the observance of common 
classifications among all SBIR firms for all 3 classification systems. Examples of this 
include the NACIS code Engineering Services referenced by 254 firms and the SIC code 
Services-Commercial, Physical, and Biological referenced by 198 firms. This lack of 
specialization between firms led to the determination that these classification systems are 
not adequate for an individual SBIR effort, they cannot be used to adequately classify 
each SBIR effort. 
SBIR Topic Classification 
 The classification effort refocused towards the SBIR topics that generated the 
contract efforts themselves. These SBIR topics are generated from within the DoD by the 
efforts of Sponsoring Organizations, Managing Organizations, and the AFRL/SB office 
that manages the overall Air Force SBIR program. Any information such as key words or 
descriptions would be the product of the Department of Defense and free from contractor 
input. Several contracts can be generated per one SBIR topic and each component or 
DoD entity can choose to award a SBIR contract for another’s efforts. Several 
classification methods were viewed as possible solutions for classifying the SBIR 
contract efforts: internal classification within the SBIR topics, Department of Defense 
component ownership, SBIR topic taxonomy generation, and the Joint Capability Area 
classification system currently utilized in this research effort. The JCA effort was 
discussed over the course of this paper and will not be included in this appendix.  
 The SBIR topic dataset contained an internal coding scheme that included fields 
such as “Info Systems”, “Sensors”, and “Nuclear”. The coding of each topic was 
remapped to the SBIR program contract data and a set of summary statistics was 
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generated as shown in Table 12. The coding scheme was determined inadequate for 
analysis due to a lack of mutual exclusivity and exhaustiveness. Several topics contained 
multiple coding assignments such as a sensing system being coded as “Sensors” and 
“Electronics”. The total number of SBIR programs referenced by the internal coding was 
only 690 out of total of 706 programs. 
Table 9. Summary Statistics of Data Set from SBIR Topic Categorization 
 
 
 The SBIR topic data indicated the owning Department of Defense component for 
that topic. The data set contained topics from the Air Force but also from other 
components such as the Army, Navy, Missile Defense Agency, and the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense. A component sponsoring its own topic compared to another 
component could be a useful factor for commercialization. When comparing the number 
of contracts between each component as shown in Table 13, an extremely 
disproportionate contract population exists for each component as compared to the Air 
Force, resulting in component ownership being a poor factor in determining 
commercialization. 
Category Number of SBIR Programs Commercialized Programs Commercialization Rate Dollar Value Commercialized Dollars
Air Platform 30 5 17% 23,528,553.00$                 1,193,545.00$                    
Chem_Bio Defense 98 8 8% 79,564,807.00$                 890,779.00$                        
Info Systems 1 0 0% 978,094.00$                       ‐$                                       
Ground Sea 84 5 6% 68,482,406.00$                 1,809,048.00$                    
Materials 7 0 0% 7,166,097.00$                   ‐$                                       
Bio Medical 106 10 0% 89,951,847.00$                 7,060,011.00$                    
Sensors 0 0 0% ‐$                                      ‐$                                       
Electronics 75 8 11% 62,294,734.00$                 7,085,107.00$                    
Battlespace 41 6 15% 33,140,570.00$                 3,871,777.00$                    
Space Platforms 14 2 14% 15,405,080.00$                 1,030,000.00$                    
Human Systems 74 4 5% 65,127,499.00$                 6,001,046.00$                    
Weapons 36 1 3% 31,146,750.00$                 2,800,047.00$                    





Table 10. DoD Component Topic Summary 
 
 
Several taxonomy systems were generated to attempt to classify each SBIR topic. 
The taxonomy system (PSC based) from the August 2012 Office of the Secretary of 
Defense Memo: Taxonomy for the Classification of Services and Supplies & Equipment, 
was applied to the dataset. This PSC based system had the similar lack of state-of-the-art 
applicability as the SBIR firm PSCs. Through a visual analysis of the SBIR topic data 
two rough order of magnitude classification systems were developed. The first system 
relied on three categories of classification: area of interest (e.g. sensor), unique item 
characteristic (e.g. infrared), and specialty area (e.g. space). The second system followed 
a systems engineering approach with 5 areas of classification: form (e.g. infrared sensor) , 
fit (e.g. satellite), function (e.g. detection), environment (e.g. hypersonic), and actors (e.g. 
manned versus autonomous). Both systems were considered highly subjective, were not 
based on a clear classification list, and failed to provide a clear relation to Air Force 
mission sets or capabilities. These issues led to the determination to seek out another 
form of classification system that could attempt to resolve these issues, the Joint 
Capability Areas Taxonomy developed by the Joint Staff of the Department of Defense. 
  
Component Number of Contracts Commercialized Contracts Commercialization Rate Total Dollar Value of Contracts Avg Pgm Dollar Value
Department of the Army 3 0 0% 3,242,938.00$                                   1,080,979.33$               
Department of the Air Force 484 40 8% 381,918,743.00$                               789,088.31$                   
MDA 4 0 0% 4,237,910.00$                                   1,059,477.50$               
Department of the Navy 7 0 0% 9,127,728.00$                                   1,303,961.14$               




Appendix G. Joint Capability Area Coding Test Rules of Engagement 
 
Joint Capability Area Taxonomy to SBIR Topic Classification Rules of Engagement 
 
Background 
The Air Force Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program provides 
research and development funding to small businesses with the intent that these 
technologies will be developed into a commercially viable product. The current 
commercialization data set of SBIR programs lacks an adequate categorization tool to 
identify trends in commercialization performance behavior. The ability to categorize the 
SBIR topics from which the SBIR programs have been generated is the subject of this 
exercise. The taxonomy selected for categorization is the Department of Defense Joint 
Capability Area taxonomy. Joint Capability Areas (JCAs) are a set of functional 
categories that “minimize redundancies in capability decomposition, provide clearer 
boundaries to assign weapon systems, and improve management ability to develop and 
implement capabilities planning” (Department of Defense Joint Staff J8, 2018).  
Justification 
“Internal consistency, such as interrater reliability, refers to the degree to which 
responses to items in a test agree with one another.” (Weathington, Cunningham, & 
Pittenger, 2012). Your JCA assignment responses will be compared to the results of 
others with various levels of experience to determine how consistent, or reliable, JCA 
assignment is for SBIR topics. 
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Thank You for Your Help! 
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Appendix H. Single Rater JCA Exercise Results and Reliability Calculation 
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Single Rater Ratings 
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Table 13. Single Rater JCA Ratings: Input C 
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Table 15. Single Rater JCA Ratings: Input E 
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Interrater Reliability Calculations 
 




Table 16. Kappa Calculation Setup Data: Single JCA Assignment 
Inter-Rater Agreement Terminology Values Symbol Value Related Index 
Number of Subjects "Topics" N 20 i=1……N 
Number of Experts n 5 NA 
Number of Rate Lvls k 144 j=1…..K 
Number of experts who assigned the i-th use case to 
the j-th rating level 









Observed Agreement:  


























Proportion of Ratings to Rating Level: 
 
Table 18. Single vs. Multi JCA Assignment Proportions 




















































































































































Overall Observed Limit: 0.41 
Agreement by Chance: 0.0701 
Kappa Coefficient: 0.365523175 
Determination: Fair Agreement 
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Single Versus Multiple JCA Assignment 
Setup Data: 
Table 19. Kappa Calculation Setup Data: Single Versus Multi JCA Assignment 
Inter-Rater Agreement 
Terminology Values Symbol Value 
Related 
Index 
Number of Subjects 
"Topics" N 20 i=1……N 
Number of Experts n 5 NA 
Number of Rate Lvls k 2 j=1…..K 
Number of experts who 
assigned the i-th use case to 
the j-th rating level 









Table 20. Observed Agreement Table for Single versus Multi JCA Assignment 
























Proportion of Ratings to Rating Level: 
 Single: 0.68 
 Multi: 0.32 
Overall Observed Limit: 0.55 
Agreement by Chance:  
 Single: 0.4624 
 Multi: 0.102 
Kappa Coefficient: -0.034007353 





Assigning a New Capability (New JCA) 
  
Setup Data: 
Table 21. Kappa Calculation Setup Data: New JCA Assignment 
Inter-Rater Agreement 
Terminology Values Symbol Value 
Related 
Index 
Number of Subjects 
"Topics" N 20 i=1……N 
Number of Experts n 5 NA 
Number of Rate Lvls k 2 j=1…..K 
Number of experts who 
assigned the i-th use case to 
the j-th rating level 





























Proportion of Ratings to Rating Level: 
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 New JCA Assigned: 0.11 
 No New JCA Assigned: 0.89 
Overall Observed Limit: 0.84 
Agreement by Chance: 0.8042 
Kappa Coefficient: 0.182839632 




Appendix I. List of Sampled SBIR Topics for JCA Assignment 
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Appendix J. JCA Assignment Logic for SBIR Topics 
 
Table 23. JCA Assignment Logic for SBIR Topics 






























































































































































































































































































































726  Protection  Mitigation  Nuclear  End capability is to protect 
forces (ground and air) from 
nuclear attacks. 
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